PART 111 / THE THEORY

CHAPTER 5 / THE PARADOX
OF VARIATION
For many years population genetics wasan immensely rich
and powerful theory with virtually no suitable facts on which to
operate. It was like a complex and exquisite machine, designed to
process a raw material that no one had succeeded in mining. Occasionally some unusually clever or lucky prospector would come
upon a natural outcrop of high-grade ore, and partof the machinery
would be startedup to prove to its backers that it really would work.
But for the most part the machine was left to the engineers, forever
tinkering, forever making improvements, in anticipation of the day
when it would be called upon to carry out full production.
Quite suddenly the situation has changed. The mother-lode has
been tapped and facts in profusion have been poured into the hoppers of this theory machine. And from the other end has issuednothing. It is not that the machinery does not work, for a great
clashing of gears is clearly audible, if not deafening, but it somehow
cannot transform intoa finished product the greatvolume of raw material that has been provided. The entire relationship between the
theory and the facts needs to be reconsidered.

THE MODULATORS OF VARIATION

The genotypic distribution in a population is subject to a complex
of forces that act separately and
in interaction to increase, decrease,
or stabilize the amount of variation. We will need to look closely at

these forces and someof their interactions, butwe first need a more
superficial overview.
Variation is introduced into a population by either mutations or
the immigration of genesfromotherpopulations
with different
alleles. In some casessignificant variation may be introduced by the
introgression of alleles from other subspecies or species, if reproductive isolation breaks down somewhat in a zone of contact. For
example, there is direct evidence from the gene frequenciesin table
41 (page 181) that genes from Mus musculus domesticus are entering Mus musculus musculus at a substantial rate in their zone of
overlap in Denmark. Loci that are usually monomorphic in M . m.
musculus have a demonstrable polymorphism in the border population, and the average heterozygosity in that population is 0.108 as
compared with 0.083 in populations far from the overlap zone. The
same kind of increase of genetic variation from hybridization has
often been suggested on the basis of morphological and physiological characters (see Mayr, 1963, chapter 6, for a review) and might
even serve as an important source of new variation for adaptation
(Lewontin and Birch, 1966). Direct evidence from allele frequencies suchas forMus is not common but ought to be quite easyto obtain from electrophoretic studies.
Once allelic variation has been introduced by mutation or imof genotypes may be considerably
migration, thetotalarray
increased by recombination, but of course this source of genetic
variance is completely limited by the allelic variation that is being
recombined. If loci are nearly monomorphic, then although recombination will produce some new unique combinations of alleles at
different loci and although such unique combinations may serve as
the basis for new adaptations, they will be generated at a very low
frequency. For example, if there are two nearly monomorphic loci,
each with a variant allele at a frequency of 0.001, it might easily be
that thedouble mutant gameteab is completely absent. But the rate
of production of such a gamete by recombination
is the frequencyof
recombination multiplied by the frequency of double heterozygotes,
or, atmaximum, (0.5) (0.002) (0.002)= 2 X l o 6 . Thus, recombination, which can produce new variation between twoloci at a rateno
greater than the product
of their heterozygosities, becomeseffective
only when heterozygosities are already high.
The third force that can increase or atleast conserve variation is

natural selection. If an initially rare allele is favored by selection, either because the environment has changed,or because the allele has
only recently been introduced into the population, the increase in
allelic frequency toward 0.5 means an increase in genetic variation,
However, if the allele is unconditionally more fit and is eventually
fixed in the population, or at least driven to a very high frequency,
then variation again decreases as theallele passes from a frequency
of 0.5 to near 1. Selection for the replacementof an old “wild type”
by a new one is then a temporary producerof heterozygosity. As we
shall see, this transient heterozygosity cannot account for much of
the genetic variation in a population.
There is one form of selection,however,that
is a, powerful
preserver of genetic variation: balancing selection. In its simplest
form, balancing selection arisesfrom an unconditional superiority in
fitness of heterozygotes
over
homozygotes,
so-called overdominance of fitness” or single-locus heterosis. I f the heterozygote
A a is superior in fitness to thehomozygotes A A and aa, there will be
a stable intermediate equilibrium of allelic frequencies, and a stable
heterozygosity. For example, if there areonly two alleles and weassign the fitnesses
AA
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then the equilibrium allelic frequency of a is
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and the equilibrium heterozygosity is
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The greater the asymmetry in fitness between the homozygotes, the
closer theequilibrium allelic frequency is to zeroor oneand the less

*Overdominancein fitness is often referred to simply as “heterosis”but this is an extremely confusing usage because it fails to make the critical distinction between the
observation that crosses between lines produce morefit progeny and the explanation
thatthishigher
fitnessistheresultof
superior heterozygotes atparticular loci,
Indeed this confusion is what chapter 2 of this book is all about.
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So if the two homozygotes are equal in fitness, s = t and H = 0.5,
whereas if one homozygote suffers a loss in fitness ten times as great
as does the other homozygote,
H=
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Unconditional overdominance is not the only form of balancing
selection that will maintain stable heterozygosity. Seiection operating in opposite directions in the two sexes orin gametic and zygotic
stages, anda number of cases in which the fitnessesof genotypes are
functions of their relative frequencies in the population may also
lead toa stable equilibrium (Wright, 1969). A variety of situations in
which fitnessesvary in space or time can also lead tostable
equilibria,even though theheterozygote is not superiortothe
homozygotes in any of the individual spatial or temporal modes. No
general criterion has been developed for distinguishing those kinds
of varying selectionthat preserve variation from those that reduce it,
but a rather broad range of models predicts the maintenance of
variance (Levene, 1953; Dempster, 1955; Kimura, 1955; Haldane
and Jayakar, 1963).
Genetic variation is removed from populations by both random
and deterministic forces. Every population eventually loses variation because every populationis finite in size and therefore subject
to random fluctuation in allele frequencies. Such random fluctuation, if unopposed by the occurrenceof new variation, leads ineluctably to thefixation of one allele in the population,although the loss
of heterozygosity may be extremely slow if population size is very
large. But most populations of organisms, especially free-living terrestrial species, undergo periodic severe reductions
in population
size either regularly with the change of seasons, or in episodes of
colonization, or aperiodically when a particular conjunction of adverse environmental factors creates a demographic catastrophe. At

such times the loss of heterozygosity may be great,as only a few individuals survive to reproduce.
Irrespective of population size, newly arisen alleles are in constant danger of loss from the Mendelian mechanism itself. Even if
every individual in a bisexual population left exactly two offspring,
so that the population was stable in size and there was no opportunity for differential reproduction among genotypes, a heterozygote
for a new mutation would have a 25 percent chance of failing to pass
on that mutation to either of its offspring. If we add to this the fact
that there is always some variation in family size, the probability of
loss becomes even greater. If, for example, family size has a Poisson distribution,the probability of loss of a new mutant in one generation is l/e .37.
Random fluctuations in selection intensity may also reduce genetic variation. It is true that somekinds of variation in selection will
act as balancing selection, even in the absence of overdominance,
yet other patternsof fluctuation will hasten homozygosity by driving
allele frequency close enough to zero or onefor random loss to be
important, although the average selection for or against the allele
may be very small or even zero (Wright, 1948; Kimura, 1955).
The strongest forcereducing genetic variation is, of course, selection against recessive or partly dominant deleterious genes. The effect of such selection onthe species as a whole depends upon
whether the same allele is favored in all populations. If there is one
wild type over thewhole of the species range, then the result
will be
uniformity over all populations. If there is local adaptation, however, with different alleles selected in different localities, the species
will be polytypic but individual populations will be homozygous, as
in Acris crepitans. There is, in this case, storageof variation in the
species as a whole, rather than in the heterozygosity of individual
populations, although migration betweensuchpopulations
will
result in their heterozygosity as well.
Anothernot uncommon form of selectionthatreduces
heterozygosity is selection against heterozygotes. When the heterozygote is less fit than the homozygote, there is an unstable equilibrium and the allele frequency is driven to zero or one, depending
upon which side of the unstable pointit finds itself on at thetime the
selection process begins. In effect this means that the introduction
of new mutations is strongly resisted.Likeselectionfor
locap

=

adapted genotypes, selection against heterozygotes
could lead to
polytypy. Indeed selection for locally adapted alleles and selection
againstheterozygotes
arethe
twoforms
of natural selection
postulated for the process that converts
locally differentiated populations into those ecologically and reproductively isolated populations we call species. Maternal-fetal incompatibility is an example
of selection against heterozygotes, so the maintenance of the apparentlystable polymorphism for human blood groups is rather
paradoxical.
A complete listing of the forces that preserve or remove genetic
variation, with representativereferences, is given by Karlin and
McGregor (1972).

CLASSICAL AND BALANCE THEORIES

That naturalselection could be both thepreserverandthe
destroyer of intrapopulation variation would have been a surprise to
Darwin. For him, naturalselectionwas
theconverter of intrapopulationvariationintotemporaland
spatial differentiation.
Lacking a correcttheory of genetics,and especially onethat
included segregation of alleles from hybrids, Darwincould not have
imagined forms of selection that would actually stabilize inherited
variation.WithoutMendelism,
the theory of natural selection is
inevitably one that predicts that a more fit type will completely
replace the less fit types if the trait is at all heritable." Classical
Darwinism saw evolution as the passage from one more or less uniform state to another and in this sense was no different from preDarwinian ideas of evolution. What Darwin added was the realization that the variation present in populations was the source of the
eventual variation between species, but the ontogeny of the variation itself was a mystery about which Darwin changed his mind in
the course of his life. The lack of a satisfactory explanation for the
origin andreplenishment of variation thatwasconstantly
being
*It is interesting that biometrical genetics has preserved the literal truth
of this stateHeritability, in modern techment, even with Mendelism, by a semantic convention.
nical usage, is precisely that fraction
of the total genetic variance in a population that
will lead to genetic change under selection. At gene frequency equilibrium, the heritability is, by definition, zero!

reduced by “survival of the fittest” was a serious flawin evolutionary theory, a flaw thatwasnotrepaired
until the reappearance of Mendelism. ClassicalDarwiniantheory
held that heritable variations arose from a variety of sources and that natural
selection sorted through these variations, rejecting all but the most
fit type.Naturalselectionwasseen
as antithetical to variation-“Many are called, but few are chosen.”
Those who support the classical theory of population structure
are the direct inheritorsof this pre-Mendelian tradition. For them,
variation arising from mutation is constantly being removed by the
purifying force of directional selection and, to some extent, by random genetic drift. Although it seems strange to say, the classical
theory owes virtually nothing to Mendelism. The factis that almost
the entire theoretical apparatus of random genetic drift and directional selection can be derived from a haploid model of the genome
andthattheintroduction
of diploidy and sexual recombination
makes no qualitative change andonly trivial quantitative changes in
the predictions of eyolution under these forces. For random drift,
the introduction of diploidy simply alters by a factor of 2 the rate of
loss of genetic variation in a population except in the totally
unrealistic case of no variance in family size. For selection, so long
as theheterozygotehasa
fitness somewhere within therange
spanned by thehomozygotes,theprocess
of allelic frequency
change canbeadequatelyrepresented
by the model of “genic”
selection, and the genetic load (or variance in fitness) in a population
at equilibrium between mutation and selection is virtually the same’
forboth models. Indeed, if weaccept Muller’s contentionthat
severely deleterious mutations contributeonly a small proportion of
the total human genetic load, the entire argumentof his article “Our
load of mutations’’ (1950) would follow if sex had never been invented. A search through textbooks and technical literature on the
theory of random drift and directionalselection shows that ahaploid
model is often used forsimplicity of derivation, diploidy being added
later as a refinement.*

*A chapter in Moran’s The Statistical Processes of Evolutionary Theory (1962) has
theremarkable title “Progress to homozygosity infinite populations,” althoughit
deals entirelywith a haploid model, but the anomaly disappearsif we read “homogeneity” for “homozygosity.”

The balance theory, as its name suggests, emphasizesthat aspect
of natural selection which would have been foreig@.to Darwin and
which is the uniquecontribution of Mendelism to evolutionary
theory,the possibility thatnaturalselectionpreservesandeven
increases theheritable variation within populations. In the absence
of special symbiotic relations between genotypes, natural selection
can stabilizevariation only whenthereareheterozygotesand,.
segregation of genes. Only then can there be heterosis, but also the
stabilization of variation by temporally fluctuating selection is critically dependent upon a diploid sexual model (Dempster, 1955).
The balance school sees the maintenance
of variation within populations and adaptive evolution.as manifestations of the same selective
forces, and therefore it regards adaptive evolution as immanent in
the population variation at all times. Because the alleles that are
segregating in a population are maintained in equilibrium by natural
selection, they are the very alleles that will form the basis of adaptive phyletic change or speciation.
The reverse is true for the classical theory, in which variation is
present faute de mieux and in which the genetic basis for further
evolution is either lacking or extremely rare most of the time in the
is efficiently sweephistory of a population because natural selection
ing out any variation that might otherwise accumulate.
Nowhere is the contrast between theclassical and balanced views
of diploidy more apparent than in the attitudes toward the importance of sexual reproduction in evolution. If the standing variation
in populations is indeed under natural selection andis the source of
future evolution, then sexually reproducing individuals can form an .
immense array of new genotypes through recombination in each
generation and so increase the adaptive range of their offspring. On
the other hand, Muller, who was one of the first to deal with the
question of the advantage of sex (1932), and more recently Crow
and Kimura (1965) claim that the chief advantage of sexual
reproduction is in bringing together the rare adaptivem’utations that
are the real basisof evolutionary change. This assumption, that the
alleles that are eventually to be fixed by natural selection are rare
at the beginning of the selection process, is critical to the MullerCrow-Kimuraargument(MaynardSmith,
1968; EshelandFeldman, 1970).

But why this continued juxtaposition of classical and balance
theories? Have not the evident facts of vast quantities of polymorphism and heterozygosity firmly established the balance theory? In
the faceof the evidencegiven in chapters 3 and 4, how can the classicists hold their ground? The answer is, Easily.

THE NEOCLASSICAL THEORY

If we take it as given that balancing selection is rare and that natural selection is nearly always directional and “purifying,” how can
we explain the observed polymorphism for electrophoretic variants
at so many loci? We can do so by claiming that the variation is only
apparent and not real. That is, we can suppose that the substitution
of a single amino acid, although detectable in an electrophoresis apparatus, is in most cases not detectableby the organism. If it makes
no difference to the physiological function of an enzyme whether it
has a glutamine or a glutamic acid residue, for instance, on the surface of the folded molecule far away from the enzyme’s active site,
then the variations detected by electrophoresis or by any method
that is sensitive toamino acid substitutions may be completely indifferent to the action of natural selection. They are “genetic junk,”
revealed by the superiortechnology of the laboratory but redundant
physiologically. From the standpoint of natural selection they are
neutral mutations.

The suggestion that most, if not all, of the molecular variation in
natural populations is selectively neutral has unfortunately led to
widespread useof the terms “neutralmutation theory” and “neutralists” to describe the theory and its proponents (see almost anydiscussion of the problem of genic heterozygosity since 1968). But
these rubrics put the emphasis in just the wrong place and obscure
both the logic of the position and the historical continuity of this
theory with the classical position, It is not claimed that nearly all
mutations are neutral or that evolution proceeds without natural
selection, chiefly by the random fixation of neutral mutations. Both
these statements are
patently untrue and both
are foreign to thespirit
of the proposition that is being made. On the contrary, the claim is
that many mutations are subject to natural selection, but these are
almost exclusively deleterious andare removed from the population.

A second common class is the group of redundant or neutral mutations, and it is these that will be found segregating when refined
physicochemical techniques are employed. In addition the theory
allows forthe rarefavorable mutation,which will be fixed by natural
selection, since after all adaptive evolution does occur. But it supposes this event to be uncommon. Finally, it also allows that occasional heterotic mutants might arise but that these do not represent a significant proportion of all the loci in the genome.
Thus the so-called neutral mutation theory is, in reality, the classical Darwin-Mullerhypothesisabout
population structure and
evolution, brought up-to-date. It asserts thatwhen natural selection
occurs it is almost always purifying, but that there is a class of
subliminal mutations which are irrelevant to adaptation and natural
selection. This latter class, predictablefrom molecular genetics and
enzymology, is what is observed, they claim, when the tools of electrophoresis and immunology are applied to individual and species
differences.
The neoclassical theory cannot be refuted by erecting a neutralist
strawman andrefuting that. So, for example,the demonstration that
single amino acid substitutions can in some instances make big differences in physiology is irrelevant. The range of effects of single
amino acid substitutions can be illustrated by human hemoglobin.
Of 59 variant a and /3 hemoglobin chains listed by Harris (1970), 43
are without known physiological effects at least in the heterozygous
state in which they are found, 5 cause methemoglobinemias because
they are near the site of the heme iron and are therefore mildly
pathological, and 11 cause instability of the hemoglobin molecule ,
that results in various degrees of hemolytic anemia. Although most
of thislast group result from thesubstitution of noncharged by
noncharged amino acids on the inside of the three-dimensional
structure, two are caused
by charge changesat position 6 on the outside of the molecule. One, a substitution of lysine (+) for thenormal
glutamic acid (-) causes the benign hemoglobin C disease, but the
other, a substitution of valine (0),is the famoushemoglobin S, causing sickle-cell anemia (Perutz and Lehman, 1968).
We cannot make anythingof the relative proportion of pathological (16) to asymptomatic (43) substitutions, since the formerare detected from the pathology they cause, whereas the latter turnup in
routine electrophoretic screening. We do not know, for example,

how many neutral substitutions on the surface or in the interior
of the molecule go undetected because of their lack of detectable
physiological effect. Nor is it certain, conversely, that the 43 surface charge changes are absolutely neutral. Most have never been
seen in homozygous condition. The point is that single amino acid
substitutions, charged and uncharged, on the surface or the interior
of the molecule, run the gamut of effects from apparently neutral to
severely pathological, and this range is in no way contradictory to
the neoclassical theory.
Second, the neoclassical theory is not refuted by occasional observations of overdominance for fitness, because the theory
does not
deny that cases exist but only that they are common and explain a
significant proportion of natural variation. So it is no use trotting out
that tired old Bucephalus, sickle-cell anemia, as a proof that singlelocus heterosis can exist. Anyone who has taught genetics for
a
number of years is tired of sickle-cell anemia and embarrassed by
the fact thatit is the only authenticated caseof overdominance available. “If balancing selection is so common,” the neoclassicists say,
“why do you always end up talking about sickle-cell anemia?”
Finally, theneoclassical theory cannot be disposedof by pointing
to the elephant’s trunk and the camel’s hump. The theory does not
deny adaptiveevolution but only that the vast quantity
of molecular
variation within populations and, consequently,much of the molecular evolution among species, has anything to do with that adaptive
process.
The neoclassical theory is supported by taking a diverse collection of theoretical results on genetic load from gene substitution
(Haldane, 1957), genetic load from balanced polymorphism (Crow,
1958), the amount of heterozygosity that will be maintained by mutation in a finite population (Kimura and Crow, 1964), theprobability of fixation of favorable mutations (Haldane,1927) and of neutral
mutations (Kimura, 1962), and the equilibrium rate at which new
mutations will be fixed in populations (Kimura, 1968), and substituting into these theoretical results present estimatesof average mutation rates, average genome size, heterozygosity per locus, and
population size, together with the estimates of the rate of amino acid
substitution in evolution from numerous well-studied polypeptides
(King and Jukes, 1969). These diverse strands have been brought
together by Kimura and Ohta in a series of overlapping papers, two

of which (197 lb, 197 IC), togetherwith their excellent book(197 la),
contain all the calculations and arguments. Nowhere, however,
is
the entire structure of the argument specifically displayed.
The neoclassicalargument is made up of two complementary
parts. First, it attempts to show that the balance theory
is untenable
beGuse it involves internalcontradictions,andthenattemptsto
show that the neoclassical theory is compatible with the data. Both
parts of the argument are essential. To show only that the neoclassical view is compatible with the facts, to show thatit is a sufficient
theory, is not enough, for then the two theories stand side by side
with no way to choose between them. It is a cornerstone of the
neoclassical argumentthat thebalance view is irreconcilable with all
the important known facts,
This two-sided argument is applied to two different sets of facts,
the amountof heterozygosity in populations and the rateof substitution of alleles in evolution. The neoclassicists maintain that the
amount of allelic variation and the rateof amino acid substitution in
proteins during evolution are both too large to be accounted for by
selection but can be satisfactorily explained by assuming that the
genetic variation foramino acid substitutions is neutral and that the
diffwences in amino acid compositionof most proteins are the result
of random fixation of these neutral alleles during evolution.
Note again thatthetheorydoesnotsaythat
all amino acid
variants are neutral or that the amino acid sequence of proteins in
evolution is completely free to vary. On the contrary it holds that
many amino acid variants will have deleterious effects on function,
but thesewill not be seensegregating in populations at high frequen- .
cies and ipso facto will not be seen as substitutions in evolution.
The hypothesis of neutrality applies only to the bulk of genic variation that is actually present.
There is no indissoluble link between the theory as it applies to
standing variation within populations and to differences between
species. It is entirely possible that virtually all intrapopulation variation for 'enzymic forms is neutral, yet all the differences between
species accumulated in evolution might be adaptive. Conversely, it
is entirely possible that most of the variation in populations is held
there by balancing selection, but that speciation involving initially
small, isolated populations could cause considerable random fixation of genetic differences nonadaptively. In fact, Mayr's theory of
the geneticrevolutionassumesthat
precisely suchrandom di-

vergence may be the first step in speciation. It is important to separate the application of the neoclassical theory to population variation from its application to gene replacement in evolution, because
they do not stand or fall together.
EVIDENCE FROM TOTALHETEROZYGOSITY

Let us consider the argument, first given in detail by Kimura and
Crow (1 964), that the amount of variation within populations is too
great forbalancing selection. If we consider alocus with two alleles
and with fitnesses
AA
1-s

aa
1-t

Aa
1

then at gene frequency equilibrium the heterozygosity is
H = - 2st
(s + t)2

(4)

and the mean fitness of the population is
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or, substituting equation (4) into ( 3 ,
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where ( s + t)/2 = 9 is the average fitness advantage of the heterozygote.
As a low estimate, the heterozygosity perlocus is 10 percent and
the proportion of polymorphic loci is 30 percent. If we take a conservative estimate of the size of the genome, which will favor the
balance theory, there are 10,000genes coding for enzymes and proteins in Drosophila. Then there are 3000 loci segregating, with an
average heterozygosity persegregating locus of 0.10/0.30 = 33 percent. If the effects on fitness of the various loci are independent,
then the mean fitness of the population will be the productof the fitnesses at the separate loci and, for the genome as awhole,

p=(I

-0.33$)3000

E e-1000Z

if S is small. Suppose that the overdominance were only
10 percent

at each locus. Then
W=e-lOO

= 10-43

Relative to the fitness of a completely heterozygous individual, the
average fitness of the population is thuslO-43. In a population that is
neither increasing nordecreasing rapidly over long periods, the
average reproductive rate per individual must be around 1, so the
reproductive ability of a complete heterozygote would be lO43, an
absurdity. One can hardly imagine a Drosophila female, no matter
how many loci she was heterozygous for, laying lO43 eggs.
We couldask,reciprocally,
how large a value of S could be
postulated and still allow a reasonable fitness for thehypothetical fittest genotype. If we were generous and allowed that genotype a
fitness of 100, relative to the mean,then S 0.005. But if the
average heterosis at a locus is so low, less than 0.5 percent, then the
normal fluctuation of the environment and random genetic drift
become vastly more important than the average
selection coefficient.
A locus with an average heterosis of 0.005 is likely to experience
long sequences of generations when there is no heterosis at all. The
balancehypothesis is in serious difficulties if it must rely on
postulated average selection of such magnitude.
This argument about genetic load, used by Lewontin and Hubby
(1966) in connection with theirobservations on allozyme heterozygosity, was immediately criticized as being naive and misleading by threeindependentsources
(King, 1967; Milkman, 1967;
Sved, Reed, and Bodmer, 1967). All pointed out that the excessive
fitness of the hypothetical multiple heterozygote was an artifact of.
the multiplicative model of fitness and thatit was equally reasonable
to suppose that fitness reached some plateau asymptotically not far
above the mean heterozygosity. The contrast between these two
models is shown in figure 17. The imposition of the upper threshold has no effect on selectionwithin actual populations becauseindividuals with very high heterozygosities compared with the mean do
not, in fact,exist.
If thereare 3000 loci with anaverageheterozygosity of 0.33 per locus, then the mean number of loci heterozygousper
individual is 1000 andthestandarddeviation
(assuming a binomial distribution) is 25.7; thus 99.9 percentof population will be heterozygous for fewer than 1080 loci, which, under
the multiplicative models with 3 = 0.1 and H = 0.33, would corre-

=

FIGURE 17

Diagrammatic contrast between the multiplicative model of fitness; a
model with an upper threshold, to accommodate the problem of the
optimum genotype; and a model with two thresholds, to accommodate the problem of inbredding depression.

spond to a maximum fitness 220 times the mean of the population.
Figure 17 has been drawn so as to place the upper asymptote at220.
A reasonable model of selection that generates such a plateau
was
suggested by King (1967). Let us suppose that, because of limited
resources, only a proportion W , of the fertilized zygotes can survive
and reproduce. W , is then analogous to themean fitness. Let usfurther suppose that survival depends upon an adaptive trait that has
some variance in the population, with both a genetic andan environmental component. Finally, we will suppose that the adaptive trait

increases linearly with the number of loci that are heterozygous.
When selection occurs, individuals survive if they have a value of
the trait greater than some threshold, the
threshold being determined
by the proportion W , of the total population that is to remain. The
advantage of heterozygotes in this model arises from their having a
higher value of the adaptive trait and therefore
a greater probability
that they will be included within the surviving group. Table 42 gives
a few sample values of S , the heterosis arising in this model on the
assumption of different survival proportions of the population and
different degrees of genetic determination of the adaptive trait. A
heterosis of 10 percent can be achieved
if the adaptive traitis largely
determined genetically and only 1 percent of the zygotes survive,
and in general reasonablylarge values of heterosis arisefrom moderate values of selection and heritability.
Although the plateau models of selection cope adequately with
the problem of mean fitness, they do not resolve the paradox that
there is too much polymorphism to explain by selection. Another
consequence of the balance model; inbreeding depression, poses
seriousquantitativeproblems,
as foreseen by Svedand his colleagues and by King. While we can claim that the excessive fitness
of hypothetical multiple heterozygotes is a pseudo-problem because
such heterozygotes never exist anyway, we cannot be so cavalier
about multiple homozygotes. By use of inbreeding techniques, populations with high degrees of homozygosity can be and have been
produced. For example,themarkerscheme
of chapter 2, when
applied to the secondchromosome of Drosophila melanogaster,
makes 40 percent of the genome homozygous;when applied to both
secondandthirdchromosomessimultaneoulsy,
as in theexperi-

TABLE 42

Heterosis per locus, I , that would arise from .King’struncation model of selection
for a given proportion of the varianceof the adaptivetrait that is genetic, r, and a
given survivalproportion,W,, onlthe assumptionlof3000 loci with an averageheterozygosity of 0.33
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0.003
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0.013
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ments of Temin and co-workers(1969), it results in populations that
are homozygous for 80 percent of the entire genome and98 petcent
of theautosomal genome. Thus males are essentiallycomplete
homozygotes. Keeping to our model of independently acting loci
with fitnesses 1 - s, 1, and 1 - t for the genotypesA A , Aa, and aa, respectively, we find that the fitness of an inbred line relative to the
random-mating population from which it was derived is, for small s
and t, approximately
Winbred
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where F is the inbreeding coefficient and n is the numberof segregating loci. For our numerical case, H = 0.33 and n = 3000, so
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which will be a very small number when S is any considerable size.
For example, if the second chromosome of D . melanogaster is made
homozygous, F = 0.40 (0.50 if the X chromosome is not counted)
so that
Winbred
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10-l7 when s = 0.1
0.018 when 9 = 0.01
0.14 when J = 0.005

[
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Recall that Sved and Ayala (1970) found a 14 percent net fitness
for second chromosomehomozygotes in D . melanogaster when
measured in competition with heterozygotes, which then implies heterosis on the orderof 0.5 percent. We are onceagain in the position
that we must postulate average heterosisof a fraction of a percent,
this time to be consonant with observed inbreeding depression. Heterosis of the order of 10 percent is clearly out of the question.
The dilemma of inbreeding depression could be avoided if we
were willing to assume a lower threshold for fitness as well as an
upper one, as shown in figure 17. There is no evidence for such a
threshold andindeed the experiments of Spassky, Dobzhansky, and
Anderson (1965) and Temin and co-workers (1969) show that, if
anything, the reverse is true and thatmultiple homozygotes are less
fit than predicted from the multiplicative model. Nor does King's
threshold model help, since it predicts about the same inbreeding
depression as the multiplicative model.

'

The secondquantitative problem of the balancehypothesis is
presented by the genetic variance of fitness to be expected for the
loss of
balance model. Natural selection implies not only an average
fertilized zygotes, but also a variation in the number of offspring
from genotype to genotype. If there were no genetic variance in
fitness there could be no selection. Under the model of fitness that
we have been discussing, the variance in fitness in the equilibrium
population is
s + t -sts s t

+1+(

)zJn-

1

(8)

which is, to very close order of approximation,
(+2
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~

enHszlZ
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(9)

where S is thegeometric mean of the fitnesses of the homozygotes,
which, in the asymmetrical cases wehaveconsidered
will be
somewhat smaller than 9. With nH = 1000 as usual and s = 0. I ,
(+2

s

e500iz
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Because this value depends
upon S2 in a positive exponent, it is
highly sensitive to assumptions about the intensity of selection. So,
for example, with S = 0.05, u2= 1 . 2 . But it is also very sensitive to
of loci. Supposetherewere
the assumptionaboutthenumber
20,000 loci, rather than 10,000 specific enzymes. Then N = 6000
and cr2 = 600. Thus the genetic variance in fitness is extremely sensitive tothe various guessesof parameters, much more so than other
predictions of our theory.
T o compare these predicted values with observed variances, we
note that in a sexual population that is just replacing itself, with a
Poissondistribution of offspring, the total variance in offspring
number is 2, so that thegenetic variance in fitness is likely to be less
than 1 . In human populations, which are growing, and which have
more than Poisson variance in offspring number, the total variance
ranges from about 3 for stable Great Britain to 2 1 for rapidly growing Brazil (Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer, 197l). The genetic component of the variance certainly does not exceed25 percent, from the
of 5 percent,
available evidence, andis more likely to be on the order
so that again we should expect the genetic variance
in fitness to be 1
or less. From equation (9), such a value of genetic variance in

fitness means that if the average heterozygosity overall loci including monomorphic genes is 10 percent, then
n?

- 10

Thus if the genome were made up of 100,000 genes of the kind
sampled by electrophoresis, s could not be greater than 0.01.
To sum up, the most telling evidenceagainst
the balance
hypothesis as the explanation forthe observed standing variation in
populations is that thepredicted inbreeding depression under the
heterotic model is vastly greater than what is observed, unless the
postulated overdominance is less than 1 percent. This contradiction
would be even greater if a less conservative estimateof the genome
size were used. In addition, the observed genetic variancein fitness
appears rather toosmall for the theory, although this is not certain.
The second half of the neoclassical argument is that the facts of
intrapopulation variation are completely compatible with a classical
picture, and indeed that the classical hypothesis predicts some observations that are not predicted (or contradicted) by the balance
theory.
First, the observed proportion of heterozygosity can be entirely
explained as allelic variation of no effect at all on fitness. Each locus
is capable of mutating to a large number of forms, some 1O2O0 for a
cistron of ordinary length. Of course a yery large but unknown
number of substitutions would change the enzyme so as to destroy
or reduce its activity and so would be selected against. Many may
be neutral, however, and thesewill mostly be lost within a few gen'erations of theiroccurrence.Somemutations,
although theyare
eventually lost, may rise temporarlly to intermediate gene frequencies by random drift. Still others, about 1/2N of new neutral mutations, will eventually become fixed in the population, and some of
these may be in intermediate or high frequency. At any moment, the
majority of loci will be represented by only one allele, but decreasing
proportions of loci willbe representedby 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . n alleles at varying frequencies. When this process has gone on for some time, a
steady state will be reached as a kind of dynamic balance between
the input of new mutations, the random increase of these mutations
by drift, andthe random loss of variation. We expect that thehigher
the mutation rate and thelarger the population size, the moreof this
neutral variation will accumulate without being lost. In fact, at the

'

steady state, the heterozygosity H will be

H=l-

,

1
4Np + 1

(10)

where N is population size and
p the mutation rate per locus to
neutral alleles. For example, suppose N = 3 X lo4 and p = lo+; then
H will be 1 1 percent,quiteclosetowhatwe
actually observe.
Indeed, no matter how much heterozygosity is observed, it can be
explained by suitable choicesof N and p . The form of equation ( 10)
is both the strength and the weaknessof the neutral theory. It contains two parameters, one thatis a very large but unknown number,
N , and one that is a very small but unknown number, p , appearing
only as their product N p . Any value of N p is then “reasonable,”
and so every observed heterozygosity is consonant with the classical theory. It is important to note that the agreement
between observation and theoryin this case is not intended tobe a proof of the
neoclassical theory but only to show that the observed values of
heterozygosity are not at variance with it because no level of heterozygosity would be.
Despite
the
unchallengeable agreement between the heterozygosity observed in any given case and the predictions of neutral theory, the application of neutral theory to every case of heterozygosity turns out to lead to an absurd result. This absurdity
arises from the peculiar behavior of H as a function of N p , illustrated in figure 18. Heterozygosity is extremelysensitive to N p
over a very short range,while if N p is smaller than about0.0 1, heterozygosity is nearly zero no matter how small N p is, and if N p is
greater than about10, heterozygosity isvirtually complete no matter
how large N p may be.
The observed rangeof heterozygosities over all the species listed
in table 22 lies in the sensitive region, between 0.056 and 0.184.
This range corresponds to values of N p between 0.015 and 0.057.
Since there is no reason to suppose that mutation rate has been
specially adjusted in evolution tobe the reciprocalof population size
for higher organisms, we are required to believe that higher organisms including man, mouse, Drosphila and the horseshoe crab all
have population sizeswithin a factor of 4 of each other.* Moreover,
*The reader should not try to match the heterozygositiesof particular species in table
22 with particular population sizes. The standard errors of individual estimates of H
make this a useless procedure.
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FIGURE 18

The heterozygosityH predicted by a neutral mutation hypothesis, as a
function of the product of population size N and mutation ratep. The
heavy horizontal and vertical lines enclose the rangeof observed heterozygosities and inferred values of N p in various species.

other organisms, less well studied, including eels, wild grasses,
chickens, and Pogonophora, give values of heterozygosity in the
of population size
same range, so thisextraordinaryinvariance

would appear toapply to all multicellular organisms, The patentabsurdity of such a proposition is strong evidence against a neutralist
explanation of observed
heterozygosity.
Precisely
the
same
homogeneity of apparent population size results if N p is estimated
from the observed number of different alleles at a locus, using the
theory developed by Ewens ( 1 972). The only escape would be to
show that somehow the stochastic theoryof random drift and selection was incompletein an important way and that in a correct theory
the predicted heterozygosity would be independent of population
size.
A prediction from the neutrality of allelic variants thatis not made
from a balancetheoryconcernsthe
relationship between the
averageheterozygosity
in a population and the proportion of
polymorphic loci. If we let 4 be the minimum frequency of an alternative allele that would lead us to classify a locus as polymorphic,
then the proportion of polymorphic loci P is related to the heterozygosity per locus by the relation
p

= 1-qH(1 - W

if the variation is the result of neutral alleles. Figure 19 compares
this prediction to dataof table 22, in which 4 = 0.0 1. Except for the
two excessively polymorphic species, Drosophila willistoni and D .
simulans, the agreement is reasonably good, although the data in
general tendto show toomany polymorphic loci for the averageheterozygosity. There is, of course, a purely numerical relationship
betweenheterozygosityand
polymorphism: irrespective of the
causes of the variation, the more the
polymorphism the more thehet- ,
erozygosity. But this relationship is a weak one, since all the loci
could be polymorphic yetthe heterozygosity at each locus could be
as low as 0.02 by the convention we use, or, reciprocally, there
could be few polymorphic loci but each could have heterozygosity
of 0.5 (with two alleles). These numerical limits are shown by the
heavy straight lines in figure 19, and the fact that there are no observed points in the upper left region especially, is corroborative although not compelling evidence that the variation is unselected.
A similar kind of relationship, however,gives evidence against the
neoclassical theory (Johnson and Feldman, 1972). If there were k
alleles at a locus and their frequencies were exactly equal,
then each
would have a frequency l / k , and thetotal homozygosity at thelocus

FIGURE 19

The observed relation between the proportion of loci polymorphic P
and t h e average heterozygosity per locus H for the data of table 22,
compared with the theoretical line under a neutral hypothesis, if a
locus is defined as polymorphic at the 1 percent level.

would be

EL$=(i)k = - k
2

1

and would be a minimum for a given k. If there were anyvariation in
the allele frequencies, then Zp,Z would be greater than Ilk and at the
extreme, when all the p i were nearly zero except one verycommon
allele, Z p t would be equal 1. Then kZ pf would vary from 1 to k,
depending upon how uneven the distribution of allele frequencies

might be. Neutral alleles subject to random driftwould have avariation in frequency such that kZptshould
be an increasing function of k.
A plot of kZp! against k for Drosophila pseudoobscura,D . simulans,
and D . aflnis, however, shows a decreasing relationship. The allele
frequencies at multiple allelic loci are too evenly distributed for the
neutral theory.

EVIDENCE FROM GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION

General similarities or differences in allele frequenciesbetween
populations canall be takenas support fora selective theory without
discrimination. Thus if populations are very different in allele
frequencies we can postulate local adaptation, whereas if they are .
very similar we can suppose general adaptation.A priori arguments
about how different allele frequencies ought to be, on the basis of
very
subjective appreciationof environmental differences, are never
convincing. Especially for animals, who can seekout microenvironments that suit them, effective environments may be far less different in different localities than they may seem from the gross appearance of the climate and biota. Alternatively a vital but subtle
element of the environment may vary withoug being apparent; for
example, trace minerals in plant nutrition.
At first sight, it would appear that close similarity in the allelic
composition of different populations would be a strong argument in
favor of balancing selection, because such similarity is at variance
with our expectation from a random process, If allelic frequencies
are theresult of occasional mutations being spread by random drift,
we expect two populations to have about the same average
heterozygosity, but the polymorphic loci will not be the same and the
frequencies of particular alleles at any one locus will have no relationship to each other in different populations. It is the essence of
the drift process that the particularallele that is in high frequency in
one population is unrelated to the allele that is dominant in a different locality. Yet the observations of chapter 3 show clearly that
the samealleles have the same frequency
in population after population. Except for theBogota population and for the genes associated
with third chromosome
inversions,
the
allelic frequencies in
Drosophila pseudoobscura are remarkably alike in every population
examined, fromCalifornia to Texasto Guatemala. The same is true

for D . willistoni and in varying degrees for the otherorganisms surveyed, including man.
The homogeneity of allele frequencies over broad areas seems to
be in direct contradiction to the random
differentiation among populations that is predicted by a hypothesis of neutrality. But not so,
because we must notforget migration betweenpopulations.
A
surprisingly small amount of migration is sufficient to swamp out the
differentiation that arises from random drift of unselected genes. If
two populations, each of size N , exchange a proportion m of their
genes in each generation, the absolute value
of the difference in gene
frequency between them will be, on the average
d=2

J-”T)

(1 + 4Nm)

(1 1)

which is small for even a moderate value of N m . For example, suppose N = lo4, rn = 0.001, and the average allelic frequency in both
populations is p = 0.5. Then

d = 2 J Op1 q+5 4x 0Om5 = 0.156
which is about comparable to gene-frequency differences observed
between populations. Thus even a migration rate as small as oneindividual in a thousand per generation is sufficient to prevent differentiation between populations of moderate size.
As for the heterozygosityarising from neutral mutations, thecritical parameters for the effect of migration on random differentiation
appear only as their product, N m . But since the migration rate m is
expressed as “migrant individuals per unit of population,” N m is an
absolute number of individuals. Thus from equation (1 1) we can
calculate thatif there are 10 migrant individuals exchanged between
populations in each generation, irrespective ofpopulation size, the
average value of d will be 0.15. If there are I00 migrant individuals,
irrespective of population size ( N m = loo), d is 0.05. A small
absolute number of migrants would thus be sufficient to explain any
observed degree of similarity between populations.
The same result arisesformore realistic models although the
formulas are not so transparent. The differentiation of populations
can be measuredby the ratio of the variance in allele frequency between them to the variance that would be observed if there were

complete differentiation, with p of the populations fixed for one
allele and 1 -p for an alternate allele. Suppose that the populations
of a species areof size N and forma network exchanging individuals
only with neighboring populations at a rate m, but very occasionally
receiving a long-distance migrant from aremote and random part of
the species range at a rate b. Then, if there is no selection, the ratio
of observed to maximum variance will be
cl?

f=p(l -p)

==
1
- 1 - 12mN [l/(ln 2b)]

(12)

Equation (12) is virtually insensitive to the amountof long-distance
migration 6, over many ordersof magnitude, provided it is small; we
are at liberty to suppose that long-distance dispersal is as unlikely
as we please. If b is of the orderof a tenth of an individual oc less per
generation, equation (12) comes very close to being
1

f=l+mN
The variation in gene frequencies among populations
of D . pseudoobscura in the United States, shown in table 26, gives an average
fover loci, not including the third chromosome, of 0.03. This cor:
responds to only about 30 migrant individuals received from neighboring populations in each generation.
If the variationin allelic frequencies among populations
is entirely
the result of the breeding structure of the species,including the history of populationsizefluctuations
and migration, then all loci
should showthe
samedegree of interpopulationvariation,as
measured by the
inbreeding
coefficient f .
If we calculate '
f = o",/p(1 - p ) for each locus separately, each fwill
be an estimate
of the trueffor the species, sincenothing has gone into determining
fbut the recent historyof the breeding structure, which is the same
for all loci. The fvalues should be homogeneous, varrying only
because of observational sampling error.
Conversely, if only some loci areneutral, if othersare being
selected in all populations toward the same balanced equilibrium,
and if still others are being selected for different locally adapted
types, the fvalues from
different loci will not be homogeneous. For
loci that are being identically selected in all populations, Twill be
low, whereas it will be very high for lociinvolved in local adaptation,
and intermediate for unselectedloci.

Table 43 shows the range offvalues estimated by Cavalli-Sforza
(1966) for a number of human genes. The values of fvary from
0.029 for the Kell locus, which has virtually no population differentiation, up to 0.382 for the Ro allele of the Rh locus, which varies
tremendously from racetoraceandpopulation
to population.
Lewontin and Krakauer (1973) haveshownthatthetheoretical
variance offvalues if all loci are subjected to some forcesshould be
u;=

2p
n-1

where n is the number of populations characterized. In the case of
table 43, a!= 0.000730 1, which is ten times the observed sj, so it is
not possible to explain all the variation in allele frequencies as the
result of a uniform process of random differentiation with migration.
There must be selection.Fromthedataalone
we cannot tell
whether thehighjvalues of the Rh, G m and DL& loci are the result
of diversifying selection, with the other loci being representative of
the breeding structure of the species. or whether the low fvalues
represent selection toward an equilibrium that is the same in all pop-

TABLE 43

Variation of several gene frequencies amonghuman populationsexpressed as f,
the ratio of the variance in gene frequency u2to the maximum possible variance
P(1 - P )
~~~~~~~

~~~~~

~

Locus
AB0

Allele
IA

25

I"
MNS

i
MS
NS

Rh

R"
R,
R,

r
Duffy
Diego
Kel I
Haptoglobin
Gm
Gc

FY
Di
k
UP'
Gma
Gc'

No. of populations
1
1 25
125
45
45
75
75
75
75
62
64
64
60
25
42

Note: From Cavalli-Sforza (1966).
f = 0.148 and sj = 0.007410.

f

= u*/p (1 - p)
0.070
0.055
0.081
0.071
0.094
0.382
0.29.7
0.141
0.172
0.358
0.093
0.029
0.096
0.226
0.051

ulations, with the high ?loci being a randomly differentiating group.
Ancillary data strongly suggest thelatteralternative,however,
because the high ?values are in large part the result of the deviant
gene frequencies of small, isolated human groups like the Eskimos,
Australian Aborigines, Papuans, and American Indians.There is no
reason why selection should so strongly differentiate these people
from each other and the rest
of the world, but theirsmall population
size and isolation would cause considerable random divergence.
The ?values for Drosophila pseudoobscura, if we exclude the
third chromosome genes and ignore rare alleles at each locus, are
three times more variable than they should be if all the alleles were
neutral. Thisexcess is significant ( P < .Ol), butmost of the
variance is contributed by two loci, xanthine dehydrogenase and es- .
terase-5. Unfortunately, the statistical test for
heterogeneity off
values is not very powerful unless a large number of loci and populations have been examined, so it cannot be applied to the data so far
gathered for other species or for the electrophoretic
variation in
man. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of $values is potentially a
very useful general criterion for selection.

EVIDENCE FROM CLOSELY RELATED SPECIES AND
INCIPIENT SPECIES

Especiallyforanimals,
it is ordinarily impossible to rule out a
small amount of migration between neighboring populations or some
occasionallong-distancedispersal.Becausethe
differentiation of .
populations is so sensitive to small amounts of migration, we can
never argue convincingly from the similarity of gene frequencies.
However, species are completely isolated from each other genetically, as are some subspecies and incipient species, so that a comparison of allelic frequency distributions between these reproductively isolated groups can be very illuminating.
The dataof chapter 4 on theallelic similarities and differences between closely related groups show cases of close similarity and of
wide divergence. Nothing is gained by choosing a particular locus
in
one pairof species and exhibiting it triumphantlyas proving the balance or classical case. Under any hypothesis, there will be some
loci that are identically monomorphic in two closely related forms,
somethat
are fixed for different alleles, and some that are -

polymorphic with varying degrees of similarity of distribution.
There is, however, a difference in the proportions of the different
patterns predicted by alternative views. Underthe neoclassical
theory, mostloci should either befixed for different alleles in the different isolated groups or,if the loci are polymorphic, there should be
no apparent relationship between the patternsof frequency distribution. Since electrophoretic variation is nearly all neutral, there will
be no forceholding species identically monomorphic. Polymorphic
loci will have frequency distributionsthat arepurely the resultof the
particularneutralmutationsthathappentohaverisento
high
frequency in each isolated group. On the balance theory, however,
most loci should be identically monomorphic between groups or,
when polymorphic, should show a fairly obvious similarity between
species or subspecies in the pattern of allelic frequencies.
The strongest evidence forthe neoclassical-neutralist view comes
from the two subspecies of Mus musculus (p. 180). Out of 41 loci,
2 are fixed at different alleles in the subspecies, and 8 have different alleles predominating in polymorphic distributions. Although
25 loci are still identically monomorphic in the two subspecies, it
can be argued plausibly that the subspecies have been separated for
too short a period for the majority of loci to have drifted apart by
chance.
The othercomparisons in chapter 4 are strongly against a
hypothesis of random drift of allelic frequencies. Drosophila
pseudoobscura and D . persimilis, which have been isolated for more
than a million generations, have only 4 “diagnostic” loci out of 39
loci examined. The great majority of loci areeither identically
monomorphic or show
remarkably
similar patterns of gene
frequency (table 38). Multiple allelic loci like amylase and leucine
aminopeptidase have the same predominantallele. Esteruse-5, with
6 alleles segregating in D . persimilis and 8 in D . pseudoobscura, has
a particularly interesting pattern. Each species is segregating for a
series of alleles that are in adjacent mobility classes, but the entire
distribution for D . persimilis is displaced toward the higher mobilities. The two distributions are certainly not haphazardly related.
The extensive data on the four
sibling species of the willistoni
group, given in table 39, form a compelling body of evidence for
selection. Despite the fact that theloci in table 39 are “diagnostic”
in the sense that at least one species comparison is definitive, virtually every case shows remarkable similarity of allelic distribution

forpairsortriplets
of species. Drosophilaequinoxialis and D.
paulistorum, forexample,arevirtuallyidenticalatthe
multiple
allelic loci lap-5, est-5, aph-1,and mdh-2. Drosophila willistoni and
D . tropicalis are identical in distribution for the six alleles at the
est-7 locus and nearly as similar at the lap-5, adh-2, and hk-1 loci,
which all have more than two alleles.
Thedata in table 39 disposecompletely of onealternative
“neutralist” explanation that underlies all comparisons of similar
frequency distributions. What we have been calling “alleles” are
really electrophoretic mobility classes. From a
given amino acid
sequence there are many single amino acid replacements along the
polypeptide chain that could,produce essentially the same change
in
isoelectric point. Thus it might be, and in some cases must be, that .
an electrophoretic mobility class is heterogeneous and really consists of a collection of allelic forms If there were alarge number of
allelic forms in each mobility class, then the frequency of a class
would simply reflect the number of possible different mutations in
that class; we would expect, by the law of large numbers, that independently evolving populations would nevertheless have the same
frequency distribution of classes. The data on the wiffistonigroup
rule out this explanation. If D. equinoxialis and D. paulistorum
haveidenticalfrequencydistributionbecause
we are seeing the
frequencies of mutationalclasses, why are D. willistoni and D.
tropicalis not also identical to them? The fact that pairsand triplets
of species have very similar allelic frequenciesbut that not all four
species are identical means thatwe must look elsewhere for the explanation of the similarities. It ishard to seehow the hypothesis that ,
the observed electrophoretic variation is neutral can explain the pat
terns of similarity and difference among thefourspeciesof
Drosophila in table 39.

EVIDENCE FROM AVERAGE EVOLUTIONARY RATES

Animportantargument
in support of theneoclassictheory
is
that the rateof evolution of amino acid sequences has been too rapid
for a selective explanation.It may seem strange toclaim that evolution has been toofast for natural selectionwhich is, after all, a kind
of motive force,butthe
claim rests again onthegenetic
load
argument. The replacement of alleles in evolution by natural selec-

tion demands differential survivalandreproduction,andthere
clearly must be a limit to how rapidly genes are replaced, a limit imposed by the total reproductive excess of a species. On a logarithmic scale, the total genetic load accumulated in replacing one allele
by another is approximately
L=-2lnp,

(13)

where pois the initial frequency of the allele that is eventually fixed.
It is interesting that the totalload is independent of the selection intensity, since the greater the selection,the greater theload per generation, butthe fewer the generations requiredto complete the gene
replacement.
If an evolutionaryline is in a steady state with K substitutions per
generation, andif the initial frequency poof a new allele is simply the
mutation rate p , then the load from replacement per generation is
L=-2Klnp
measured on a logarithmic scale. The number of amino acid substitutions per generation,K , can be estimated from the numberof substitutions per generation for a selectedgroup of proteins and an estimate of the numberof genes in the genome. King and Jukes(1969)
surveyed the amino acid substitution in seven polypeptides whose
amino acid sequences had been studied in a variety of vertebrates.
Using estimates of the time since divergencefrom a common ancestor, they obtained estimated numbersof amino acid substitutions per
year, giving anaverage of 1.6 X lO-9 peryear.From
molecular
weight studies, Vogel (1964) estimates 4 X lo9 nucleotidesper
genome for man. With three nucleotides per codon, there are then
1.3 X IO9 amino acid codes per genome, the equivalent of about lo7
normal-sized genes. Then
K=(1.3X109)(1.6x10-9)=2peryear=6per
generation

on the veryrough assumption of three generations per year for most
of the history of the mammals. Finally, if we take the mutation rate
to be of the order of lO-5 we have
L = (- 2) (6) (In lop5)= 68
with the patently absurd result
that theaverage fitness of the popula-

tion is e-68 compared with the most fit individual possible in the population, that is, one who is homozygous for the genes that are in
process of substitution.
This comparison is spurious, however, since such an ideal genotype does not existin a population. The actual load depends in part
on how important competition is within a population, so that fitnesses must be scaled according to the
individuals actually present.
Not all selection is competition, however, and genetic load has an
absolute component that derives from the relative probability that
different genotypes will survive rigors of the physical environment
(Felsenstein, 1971). If all of the selection to substitute new alleles
was in response toa constantly decaying physical environment that
was now inhospitable to old genotypes, then the load calculated as
easis correct and impossible, However,if all the selection is “soft”
selection (Wallace, 1968), so that competition for resourcesin short
supply is the soledeterminant of fitness, then wemust consider only
those genotypes actually present, and the load becomes considerably less. Ohta and Kimua (1971a) calculate the load in the latter
case by using the concept of “most probable value.” If a variable x
is normally distributed, then in a sample of size n the most probable
extreme deviation from the mean is

d = d24 In (0.4n)

(14)

In the case
we are considering, x is the logarithm of fitness, andOhta
and Kimura show that
a2 In ( W ) = K s
where d is the average selectionin favor of the allele that is spreading. Even if n is moderately large, perhaps IO5, and s is 0.1, we see
that

L = d2

X

6 X 0.1 X In (4000) = 3.15

Relative to the mean, the most fit individual only needs to leave
e3.I5= 23 offspring.
A second reservation about the calculationof the cost of gene replacement enters into all calculations of evolutionary rates: How
many genes are there? For purposes of displaying the argument, I
have accepted the estimate of 1.3 X lo9 codons, based on the total
weight of DNA in a human sperm. But do we really believe there

are 10 million structural genesspecifying enzymes and proteins?To
keep things in perspective, we should note that there are just 432
vertebrate enzymes in Dixon and Webb's exhaustive list (1964), although this figure includes only those enzymes for which kinetics
have been measured and so excludes those whose activities have
been detected but not characterized quantitatively. Nevertheless,
the number of vertebrate enzymes definitely known to exist isonly
on the order of lo3. If we suppose that the number of structural
genes is, for example, 100,000 rather than 10 million, the rate of
amino acid replacement in evolution is only 0.06, and the load from
substitution is a mere eo*as
= 1.97 even on the most unfavorable
model of absolute selection. This leaves the perennial problem of
how to account for the remaining 99 percent of the DNA, only a
small proportion of which is highly redundant. At any rate, we cannot accept the argument that the substitution load contradicts the
selective hypothesis, since 100,000 genes could be candidates for
adaptive evolution without creating a noticeable cost.
Another, similar argument concerns the rate of fixation of favorable alleles in finite populations. If species are in a steady state of
gene replacement, then the rate of substitution must be equal to the
rate of origin of new mutations multiplied by the probability that a
new mutation will eventually be fixed. This latterprobability is only
2s for alleles of small selective advantage, a surprisingly low rate.
Then the rate of mutant substitution will be

k = (2NV)(2s)

(15)

where N is the breeding size of the populations that have made up
the phyletic line and I/ is the total rate of mutation to favorable
alleles, We can then estimate from equation (15) the rate of mutation to favorable alleles as

V = kI4Ns

(16)

Kimura and Ohta suggest N = 5 X lo4 and s = 0.001 as reasonable
values; in this case, for k = 6 we get I/ = 0.03 per gamete, which
they regard as an absurdlyhigh rate of favorable mutation, sinceit is
semilethal mutation
about the samemagnitude as the total lethal and
rateper gamete. But, again, if thereare only lo5 genes,then
k = 0.06 and the rateof mutation to genes of very small advantage is
only 1 percent as great as for lethals and semilethals. If the reader
has the feeling by now that there is nothing in the arguments but ar-

bitrary number-juggling that canbe made to supportany preconceptions, he has rightly understood my message.
Although the rate of substitution of amino acids in evolution is
suspiciously fast under an adaptive theory, especially if the total
number of genes is very high, the rate is perfectly consonant with
random, nonadaptive substitution. At a steady state, the rate of substitution of amino acids mustbe equal to the rateof introduction of
new mutants multiplied by the probability that a new mutant will be
eventually fixed. For any sortof mutation the total rateof introduction per gene must bethe mutation rate pergamete, p , multiplied by
the total number of gametes, 2N. Moreover, for nonselected mutants,theprobability that a newly arisenmutant will eventually
become fixed is 1/2N. Therefore the rate at which new alleles destined to be fixed arise must be

k=-

1
2Np= p
2N

and this must also be equal the
to rateof substitution at equilibrium.
of
King andJukes estimated a substitutionratepercodon
1.6 X lO-9 per year and,again supposing three generations per year
and about130 codons fora typical polypeptide, weget a substitution
rate perlocus per generation (and thereforea mutation rate per locus
to nonselected alleles) of 6.4 X IO-'. This is certainly a possible and
even reasonable value for the mutation rate, indeed somewhat on
the low side, so that the rateof substitution can be quite adequately
accounted for by the occasional fixation of neutral mutations.
Mutation rates to electrophoretic variantsare difficult to measure
directly because there is no selective screen for them. However, in
Drosophila it is possible to carry a chromosome through hundreds
of generations in a balanced state and so observe the accumulation
of hundreds of replications whena single genome is finallytested. In
this way Mukai (1970) found a rate of allozyme mutation of 4 X 1O-6
pooled over threeloci for a total of lo5gene replications. In 669,904
gene replicationspooled over tenloci, Tobari andKojima (1972) estimated a rate of 4.5 X 1O-6. In each case we are dealing with a
handful of mutations (3, in the Tobari and Kojima study, involving
only two of the ten loci) so the estimates can only be correct to an
order of magnitude.
If we acceptthe theory that the vast
majority of amino acid substi-

tutions in evolution have been the result of the random fixation of
neutral alleles, wemustbepreparedtoacceptsomeextreme
consequences with respect to the kinds of mutation that can occur.
Even themildest form of the neutral substitution hypothesis leads to
extreme conclusions about mutations. This contrast arisesfrom the
difference betweenthe a priori and a posteriori distributions of
allelic changes.
One result of the steady-state stochastic theory of gene substitution is that theprobability of eventual fixation of a newly arisen neutral mutant, Po, is

=- 1

p

2N

O

whereas theprobability of evenutal fixation of a mildly adaptive mutant with fitness advantage s is very close to
P , = 2s if N s > > 1
P,/Po expresses theprobability that an advantageous mutantwill be
fixed relative to the chanceof fixation of a neutral mutant. The relative frequency of adaptive gene substitutions actually observed at
the end of the substitution processwill be this ratio multiplied by the
relative frequency of new mutations of the two types at the beginning of 'the process. That is,

=:

(2)(E)= (E)
4Ns

(17)

or

lk
PO =

(2)(&)

(18)

where n, and n o are the numberof selective and neutral substitutions
that have taken place in evolution.
The neoclassical theory states thatthe bulk of completed substitutions in evolution is neutral because adaptive mutations are rare.
But how rare must they be? Let us consider mutants with a very
small selective advantage, for example s = 0,001, and suppose that
the population size is moderately large, lo5. Let us further take the
neoclassical theory in its mildest possible a posteriori form, that 10
percent of all substitutions in evolution are adaptive. To admit any

substantially greater proportion of adaptive mutations would be to
assert an adaptive theory, and all the claimed objections to such a
theory would apply. Ohta and Kimura (197 lb) have suggested 10
percent as an upper limit for adaptive substitutions, based on observed variation in substitution rate. So if we take n,/n, as 0.1 we
find from equation (1 8) that

EL=- 1
po

4000

Thus evenif the neoclassical theory allows much
as
as 10 percent of
substitution in evolution to be adaptive, it must assert that neutral
mutations are 4000 times more frequent than mutationswith a very
slight advantage. If a stronger version of the neutral theory is advanced, one that accords better with the general tenor of neoclassical arguments, n,/n, would be more like 10+ or lo+. For example, Haldane's estimate that the standard rate of adaptive gene
substitution should not exceed about1/300 per generation has been
repeatedly contrasted by the neoclassicistswith their estimated observed rate of 2-3 substitutions per generationin protein evolution
(see, for example, Kimuraand Ohta, 197 la, p. 25). But if n,/n, is as
small as l / l O O , neutral mutation rates must be 40,000 times greater
than mutations with a 0.1 percent average advantage! If population
IO5, the problem becomesproportionally
sizes arelargerthan
greater. We must bear in mind that natural selection is a sieve that
of
retainsadaptivemutationsandvastlyenrichesthefrequency
these events among the end products of the evolutionary process.
To assert that very few of the final results of evolution are adaptive
is necessarily to assert that vastly fewer were adaptive ab initio. '
This argument,like so many others, depends strongly on assumptions about population size,N . The models of gene substitution involve population size but there is a blurring of the distinction between the breeding size of a population and the breeding size of a
species. The models are of fixation of genes in a population, but the
results are applied to gene substitutionsin the evolution of species,
so it follows that the correct value of N in all calculations must be,
the effectivebreeding size of the streamof germ plasm that continuously connects one extant species with another through their common ancestor. This' almost certainly means that the correct values
for N are much larger than the lo4 or lo5 that are so often used as
illustrative examples.

,

,

Total gene substitution may occur in two ways. First, there may
be purephyletic evolution without speciation so that a species originally homozygous for anallele a comes tobe entirely characterized
by an allele a’ either by random fixation of a mutant allele or by
selection. If the species is broken up into virtually isolated populations, such a replacement process cannot occur in all populations,
and the extinction of all but the substitutional population would be
required, an unlikely event.Alternatively,
if thereis sufficient
migration to allow the mutant to spread to all populations, then the
effective number is the total species number during the process of
spread. As shown by Moran (1962), migration of even one individual per generation into each population from the species pool at
large makes the entire species a single effective breeding unit.
Second, gene substitution may occur during the formation of a
new species, which frequently will involve a small founding population in isolation from its parental group. The founding group is likely
to increase in size quickly after its original colonization, andthe history of gene fixation will reflect both the small initial size and the
large subsequent population. To see the effect of such a history on
the relative probabilities of fixation of selectedandunselected
alleles we must revert to the more general formulation for fixation
probability. In a population whose effective size is N over many
generations, theprobability of fixation of an allele with selective advantage s is
P,

=

1 - e-4NsP
1 - e-4h%

(19)

where p is the frequencyof the allele at thebeginning of the process.
For a neutral allele, however,
Po = P

(20)

independent of population size. In the usual model a newly arisen
allele has the frequency 1/2N, and substitution of this value for p in
equations (19) and (20) yields the standard expressions P, = 2s and
Po = 1/2N, given before. Let us suppose, however, that a population is founded by a small number of individuals, M , budded off from
a large species population. Most of therare alleles will notbe
represented in this small sample but a few will by chance be included
as single heterozygotes,andtheirfrequency
will thenbe 1/2M.
Because of the drastic sampling process, there will be no difference

..

in this respect between neutral genes and thosewith a slight selective advantage. The new colony will expand rapidly to fill its new
territory, reaching a much largerpopulationsize N . During this
process it will moreorlessfaithfully
reproduce the initial gene
frequenciesjiof the first small colony. Presumably this is the history
of the Bogota populationof Drosophila pseudoobscura,whose population size has grown tremendously
in the last ten yearsand whose
gene frequencies are typical
of a smallsample from the main species
distributionbutincludeabnormally
high frequencies of anoccasional rare allele like P ~ - ~ O * ~ which
O ,
is 87 percent in Bogotii but
about 1 percent elsewhere. The subsequent probability of fixation
of alleles will follow equations (19) and (20), with p = 1/2M. I f .
N , > 1 then

P,
and

= 2s (Z)
1

Po =2M
The ratio P,/P, is still 4 N s , as it was without considering colonization. We are forced to conclude, then, that N is likely to be a very
large number in relation to thefixation of genes in an entire species,
unless we are prepared to assume that most species
have undergone
long periods (of the order of 2N generations) at very small total
species population sizes. In consideringgene substition in evolution
it is extremely important not to confuse
single population sizes with
the size of the total species pool.

EVIDENCE FROM COMPARATIVEEVOLUTION

Three observations about the detailed pattern of protein evolution
are often advanced as agrumentsin favor of a neoclassical hypothesis. The first observation is that the amino acid composition over
many proteins and species is in fairly good agreement with what
would be expected if the purine and pyrimidine bases were arrayed
at random along the DNA string, except that there is a striking
deficiency of arginine (King and Jukes, 1969). But such an
agreement is really irrelevant to the issue.
There is nothing in an
adaptive theory of evolution of proteins that suggests that some
amino acids shouldon the average be more favored than others, al-

though in a particular position in a particular molecule it may make a
great difference which amino acid is substituted. Therefore the general agreement of amino acid composition with random expectation is
not informative.
This line of argument is very revealing, however, of the logic and
sociology of the dispute about selection. Recent analysis of amino
acid substitution data by Clarke (1970) has shown that substitution
of amino acids by those with similar physicochemical characteristics
is more common thanexpected by chance,Moreover,SubakSharpe (1969) has shown by nearest neighbor analysis in viruses
that DNA doublet frequencies are nonrandom, and King and Jukes
(1969) and Kimura and Ohta (1972) reach the same conclusions by
statistical estimations. Yet these observations are regarded by
Kimura and Ohtaand byKing and Jukesas evidencefor the
neoclassical hypothesis, because they canbe interpreted-as showing
that natural selection discriminates against some kinds of substitutions and places constraints on the arrangement of bases.
It must be remembered that selective constraints are animportant
part of the neoclassical theoryand are perfectly in accord with
purifying and normalizing selection. In the words of Kimura and
Ohta (1972); “Through these analyses we havebeen led to the view
that amino acid composition of proteins is determined largely by the
existing genetic code and the random nature
of base changes in
evolution. Small but significant deviations from such expectation
can be accounted for satisfactorily by assuming selective constraint
of amino acid substitution.”
The way in which these constraints are included in the neoclassical view can be seenin the developmentof the argumenton substitution probabilities at different sites in a protein. Originally King
and Jukes proposed as evidence for “non-Darwinian” evolution that
the numberof substitutions at different sites in the evolution of three
proteins followed a Poisson distribution, provided a certain number
of invariant sites were removed from the calculation. Thus it appeared that except fora small number of conserved sites, all amino
acid positions were equally likely to be substituted.
Later Fitch and Markowitz ( 1 970) radically revised this conclusion for cytochrome c, showing that only 10 percent of amino acid
positions were free to vary in any phyletic line but that the identity
of the 10 percent changed from phyletic line to phyletic line. More-

over, the position of these “concomitantly varying codons” was
such as to bring the variable amino acid sites close to each otheron
the surface of the folded molecule. Apparently there is strong interactionbetweensites
in determining wheresubstitutions will
occur. Whereas an adaptive theorywould argue that thefirst substitution predisposed the neighboring sitesto be substituted,the
neoclassical theory would argue that thefirst substitution prohibited
all but the neighboring sites from accepting substitutions.
Finally, the observations by Clarke (1970) and Epstein (1967)
that substitutions of amino acids of like properties are more probable than substitutions at random are now claimed by Kimura and
Ohta (1972) to be mostplausibly explained by neutral substitutions.
Thus the neoclassicists have the best of both worlds. Both randomness and nonrandomness are interpreted as evidence in their
favor. They do not tell us what observations might not confirm the
theory.
Second, strong emphasis is placed on the uniformity of substitution rates over geological time in different phyletic lines. Indeed the
“remarkable constancy of the rateof amino substitution in each protein over a vast period of geological time constitutes so far the
strongest evidence for the theory that the major cause of molecular
evolution is random fixation of neutral or nearly neutral mutations,”
according to Ohta and Kimura (197 lb). Table 44, taken from Ohta
and Kimura’s paper,illustratesthisconstancy
for three different
proteins of quite different average substitution rates.Although there
is some variation in the rates, which may not be significant since
they dependheavily on rough estimates of the numberof years since
divergence from a common ancestor, the
uniformity within proteins
is indeed striking.
The relevance of this uniformity to ourproblem is completely destroyed, however, when we look at the first column of figures in
table 44, the estimated divergence times. At the least, 80 million
years of evolution separate the gorilla and themonkey, and the time
is 750 million yearsforseveralcomparisons.Typicallyweare
dealing with times of 200 million years, putting the common ances-.
tor 100 million years ago, in the middle of the Cretaceous. Since
that time every phyletic line has undergone numerous episodes of
rapid and slow evolution, so that the substitution rates shownin the
of time and many cycles of
table are averages over vast periods

TABLE 44

Estimates of the number of years of evolution separating two forms, expressed
as two times the number of years since acommon ancester, 2T, and the average
rate of amino acid substitution per codon,k, for a number of phyletic lines

Comparison
Hemoglobin p
Spider monkey-mouse
Human-rabbit
Horse-bovine
fetal
Llama-bovine
Human Gsheep (A)
monkey-goat
Rhesus
Pig-sheep (c)
Average
Hemoglobin OL
Human-bovine
Gorilla-monkey
Rabbit-mouse
Horse-sheep
Pig-carp
Average
Cytochrome c
Human-dog
Kangaroo-horse
Chicken-rabbit
1.6
Pig-gray whale
Snapping turtle-pigeon
Bullfrog-tuna
Rattlesnake-dogfish
Average

2T x 1O-8

k X lo9

1.6
1.6
1 .o

1.225
0.631
2.319
1.806
1.288
1.184
2.231
1.526

1 .o

1.6
1.6
1 .o

1.6
0.8
1.6
1 .o

7.5

1.6
2.4
6.0
6.0
7.5

0.769
0.450
1.326
1 A42
0.877
0.973
0.699
0.290
0.136
0.121
0.136
0.207
0.384
0.281

Note: From Ohta and Kimura (1971b).

speciation, extinction, and phyletic evolution. The claimed “conIt
stancy’’ is simply a confusion between an average and a constant.
is like claiming that the temperature never varies
in Chicago because
the total numberof degree days measured therewas the samein the
last fifty years of the nineteenth century as it was in the first fifty
in evolutionary rate
years of the twentieth. The immense variations
documented in Simpson’s Tempo and Mode in Evolution (1944)
show how erroneous it is to average rates over 200 million years.
Finally, the neoclassical theory makes a prediction
about the rates
of evolution of different proteins that is at variance with the prediction from an adaptive theory. Since the neoclassical theory regards

most natural selection as purifying, as putting constraints on evolution by cleaning out deleterious mutants, ascribing most successful
substitutions to thefactthatthey
are neutralandthusunconstrained, it follows that the most rapid evolution should be in those
polypeptides with the fewest constraints. Thus the more “useless”a
protein is physiologically, the more rapidly it should evolve. In contrast, a theory which holds that most of the gene substitution in
evolution has been adaptive would predict that “useless” proteins
would be among the slowest evolving.
Table 45 shows present estimatesof evolutionary rates for1 1 proa phylogenetic range. Of these,
teins that have been sequenced over
the most rapidly evolved and the third most rapidly evolved are.
good candidates for the class of “useless” proteins. Fibrinopeptide
.
A (20 amino acids) is a residue that is clipped off fibrinogen to convert it to its activeform, fibrin, in a blood clot. Similarly, proinsulin
polypeptide C (35 amino acids) is removed from proinsulin to convert it to the
normally active insulin. The active moiety has evolved
ten times more slowly than the discarded safety catch. Dickerson
i1971) argues, on the basis of three-dimensional configuration and
function, that cytochrome c should be the slowest evolving of the
group in table 45 because it has the most constraints on it and that,
in general, the order of proteins in the list is predictable from such
constraints. The same reasoning applied to the different regions of
TABLE 45

Rates of amino acid substitution per site per year on the’average in vertebrates
Substitutions
per
year
Protein
per
amino
acid

\

( X 1O’O)

Cytochrome c
2.5
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
2.7
dehydrogenase
Insulin A and B
3.6
Trypsinogen
Lysozyme
9.4
Hemoglobin a
9.9
13
Hemoglobin p
Ribonuclease
25
C
polypeptide
Proinsulin
27
light
Immune
chain
33
Fibrinopeptide A
45
Note: Data are from King and Jukes (1969) and Dickerson (1971)

thecytochrome c molecule explains why some positions are invariant in evolution (positions 70-80, for example) and why the
hydrophobic residuesare never substitutedby charged amino acids.
Yet thiskind of argument can also be
applied to theso-called useless
proteins with similar results. Stebbins (in Stebbins and Lewontin,
1972) has shown that there is a marked nonrandomness in the distribution of amino-acid substitutions in the fibrinopeptides. Most
changes are concentrated near the amino terminal end; these are
nearly all radical changes, substituting hydrophobic forhydrophilic,
or positively for negatively changed, amino acids. Moreover, the
region of greatest change in fibrinopeptide A, around residue 13, is
apparently important in governing the rate atwhich the molecule is
split off from fibrinogen.
All such functional arguments are somewhat weakened by being
post facto rationalizations rather than true predictions, but it is a
problem of functional explanation in evolution that is not restricted
to molecular events. If similar functional arguments were applied u
priori to a set of proteins before they were sequenced,
a very powerful support for the neoclassical view would result. Certainly the
believe that most
data of table 45 should cause disquiet to those who
amino acid substitutions in evolution are adaptive.
Direct evidence on whether most gene substitutions have been
adaptive would be extremely difficult to obtain, but not impossible.
It would involve the demonstration thata particular molecular form
performs best in the internal and external environment of its own
Drosophilapseudospecies, and more poorly in otherspecies.
obscuru and D . persimilis overlap in many of their polymorphisms.
Table 38 (p. 172) shows thatfor D . pseudoobscuru the allelic
range of esteruse-5 is from 0.95 to 1.16 electrophoretic mobility
classes, whereas thealleles of D . persirnilis range from 1.07 to 1.33,
with the most frequent allele, 1.20, just outsidethe D . pseudooccur
obscura range. Since occasional mutations to this class must in
D . pseudoobscura, we could ask whether the'different rangesof the
two species' allelic repertoire are adaptive or not, by studying the
physiology of 1.20 mutants in D . pseudoobscura.
Many opportunities forthis sort of comparison existin the sibling
species of D . willistoni, for exampleat themdh locus, where the rare
variantsalreadyexist
in the different species (see table 39, p.
176). T o makethecomparison valid, it would benecessary to

show that themolecular form, rarein one species andcommon in the
other, was indeed identical in sequence in both organisms.
When suchacomparisonhasbeenmade
in vitro, it has not
revealed any functional difference between specific variants. If cytochrome c from any species is combined with bovine cytochrome
oxidase there appears to be no average adverse effect of the heterologous combination on' the kinetics. But such an in vitro comparison leaves outnearly every variable of internal and external environment except thefit of the molecule into the organelle, so that a
negative result is rather uninformative.

OBSERVATIONS OF SELECTION

Attemptstoestablishwhethernaturalselection
is maintaining
genetic variation in populations, by means of fitting a few observed
statistics to theoretical predictions, are bound to be unsatisfactory.
'Population genetic theory iswell developed but it is still only a firstorder theory. It still depends upon vast numbers of simplifying assumptionsand primitive models, so that contradiction between
observations and theoretical predictions may only reveal the shallowness of the predictions. Why do we not put asidethis interminable number juggling, this genetical pilpul, and go straight to the heart
of the matter? Let us go into nature and measure natural selection
directly.
Any program to judge the importance of natural selection by detecting its operation in nature must havea form similar to our methodological program for detecting variation itself. Just as we could
not know whatproportion of thegenome of an organism was
polymorphic by collecting cases of polymorphisms, so we cannot
know the over-all importance of balancing selection by demonstrating that it exists. Of course it exists. The problem is, What
proportion of observed genic variation is maintained by selection?
The problem cannot besolved by compiling a list of a dozenor even
a hundred cases from as many species in which selection is in some
way implicated in the control of a polymorphism. It can only be
solved by taking some arbitrary set of genetic polymorphisms and
attempting to establish, for eachcase, the selective forcesinvolved,
through an exhaustive study of natural history and demography.
Thisisthestrategythathasbeenadapted
by the school o f .

“ecological genetics,” which owes its inspiration largely to E. B.
Ford (Creed, 1971; Ford, 1971). It is their hope that by studying
polymorphisms in large, countable,nonsecretiveand
genetically
amenable organisms like snails, moths, butterflies, and man, they
will be able to establish case after case of selective polymorphism.
They arefrankly partisan in their belief that polymorphism is in general balanced, but such bias is necessary for the success
of this
research strategy, for it is a strategy of confirmation rather than
exclusion (Lewontin, 1972b).
Suppose that 100 polymorphisms are subjected to a search for
balancing selection and that the searchis successful in 98. Then no
reasonable person could doubt, if the polymorphisms were chosen
without prior knowledge or bias about the forces of selection, that
balancing selection is the chief cause of polymorphism. Suppose,
however, that only 2 cases were proved. Then it might be that balancing selection is unimportant, but it also might be that the investigators did not try hard enough to find the selective forces, or were
not ingenious enough. That is why they must want very much to
find selection in the first place.
Considerthecase
of the snail Cepaea nemoralis. Cepaea
nemoralis is highly polymorphic for a variety of shell characteristics,
especially the patternof banding and the color. The presence or absence of bands results from a pair of alternative alleles at a single
locus, and another locus determines whether shell color is pink or
yellow. The frequency of banding and of shell color alternatives
varies widely over the distribution of the species in northern and
central Europe.
In an extensive study of French populations of C . nemoralis,
Lamotte (195 1) came to the conclusion that the polymorphism for
the presence or absence of bands was due essentially to random
drift. He looked for, but failed to find, consistent evidence of differential predation by thrushes on the banded and bandless forms,
and he was unable to find any correlation between allele frequency
and climatic variables. On theotherhand he did find thatthe
variance of allele frequency among large colonies was less than
among small colonies, and this suggested to him that random drift
was important.
On the assumption that the allele frequencies in different populations representedone of Wright’s (1937) stationarydistributions
under thejoint pressures of mutation, migration, selection, and drift,

’

Lamotte fitted the dataof one geographical region to the theoretical
distribution and estimated from thebest-fit curve the parametersof
migration, mutation, and selection, all confounded with population
size since they always appear in the form Nm, N F , and so on. He
a 7 percent selection against
concluded thattherewasabout
bandless homozygotes, with heterozygotes nearly as unfit, and that
the polymorphism was maintained despite this directional selection
by an extremely high mutation rate to the bandless allele. Although
the fit of the observed data to the theoretical curve
was excellent, it
would be a strange curve indeed that could
not be fit with four
parameters!
Working in parallel on English snails, Cain and Sheppard (1950,.
1954) showed a correlation between vegetational background and .
the allelic frequencies for both banding and
shell color. This correlation was moststriking when banding andshell color were considered
together, a finding that illustrates the difficulty of the strategy of
exhaustive confirmation: If no selection has been detected with respect to a single polymorphism, the possibility can always be held
out that consideration of two loci simultaneously will reveal selection. When main effects fail, there may always be interactions. But
such an escape clause puts the selectionist in an unassailable position since the number
of interactions between polymorphic
loci is effectively infinite, even if we only consider pairs, and we can never
exhaust our search. Later, Lamotte too (1959) found a correlation
of both banding and color with environment, banding
with mean
summertemperatureandcolorwithmean
winter temperaturt.
Whether these variationsexplain the polymorphism is another issue, .
but there seems no doubt at present that various
the
morphs are not
indifferent to the action of natural selection.
The caseof Cepaea is regarded as a paradigmby selectionists, byt
other polymorphisms have not so far yielded to a persistent attack.
The most glaring failure of selectionist explanation is the variety of
human blood-group polymorphisms, none ofwhich has yet been
explained by natural selection although the data are more copious
and reliable than for any other case and the natural history and
reproductive schedules are better known than
for any other species.
Several attempts have been made to invoke interacticgs between
polymorphisms as an explanation for the
blood group variation, notably A B 0 and Rh incompatibility (Levine, 1958), but how impor-

tant this interaction is in maintaining the polymorphisms is uncertain.
is somewhat glossed
The case of Cepaea raises another issue that
over in ecological genetics but thatlies at the coreof our theoretical
and experimental problem. A completely satisfactory demonstration of the balance hypothesis demands notonly that genotypes
be differentially selected but also that theselection be of such a nature as to preserve genetic
variation. Only special formsof selection
will do that. In particular,heterozygotesmustbemore
fit than
homozygotes, or some form of frequency-dependent selection favoring rare genotypesmust operate, or a pattern of temporal and spatial
heterogeneity of a particular kind must exist, in order to stabilize
variation.
In the end it is not enough to show that hot summers favor unbanded snails andthat yellow snails are morefrequentwhere
are supewinters are cold. It must also be shown that heterozygotes
rior in all environments or that some other form of balancing selection holds. The balance theory is a very strong assertion, for
it maintains not only that there is selection, but that there are very special
kinds of selection. Much of the workon human blood-group
polymorphism ignores this point. Even if the association between
A B 0 blood groups and various diseases
like ulcers, cancer, and anemia were firmly established (Vogel, 1970), and there is some doubt
of this (Weiner, 1970), there is nothing to suggest any form of balancing selection. The situation is far worse forA B 0 incompatibility
and Rh hemolytic disease, since both select against heterozygotes
and are thus completely unstable.

DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF NET FITNESS

The most direct approach to assessing selection is to measure the
reproduction of the various genotypes at a locus and to calculate
fitness values. For species with synchronized populations, like annual plants or univoltine insects, a straightforward measurement of
the numberof fertilized zygotes produced perfertilized zygote in the
previous generation, for each genotype,will give direct estimates of
the fitnesses. For populations with overlapping generations,the
age-specific mortality and fecundity schedules for each genotype
need to be measured, and these must be combined in a special way

to give fitnessestimates(Bodmer,
1968; Charlesworth, 1970;
Charlesworth and Giesel, 1972). Although there is no difficulty in
theory in estimating fitnesses,in practice the difficulties are virtually
in
insuperable. To the presentmoment no onehassucceeded
measuring with any accuracy the netjitnesses of genotypes for any
locus in any species in any environment in nature. Let us see why.
The direct measurement of fecundity of a genotype in females
requires the identification of individuals and the capturing of their
total zygotic output. For plants this can in fact be done because
seed set can be counted, but for most animals it is much more difficult, being possible in practice only for those species that produce
well-defined clutches in accessible places. Assessment of the contribution of males of different genotypes depends either on the for- .
mation of stable monogamous pairs or elseon the possibility of analyzing the offspring of females of known genotype to determine the
population fertility of males. Plants are again ideally suited for the
latter method, but any specieswill serve in which the zygote can be
carried without significant mortality to the age at which it can be
classified genetically. Then, knowing thematernalgenotype,one
can estimate the relative contribution
of different male genotypes to
the pool of zygotes.
Havingestimatedthefecundity
of genotypes,one must now
measure theprobability that a newly formed zygote of each typewill
survive to reproduceand will be included at the stages when fecundity is assayed. There is virtually no organism in which a direct
measurement is possible because the genotypes of newly formed
zygotes cannot usually be identified northe individuals followed .
until they reach sexual maturity. A substitute for actually
measuring
the probability of survival of genotypes is to estimate this probability from the proportions of adults of various genotypes compared
with the proportions among the zygotes that gave rise to them, assuming one could reconstructthe zygotic proportions from the
fecunditiesandfrequencies in thepreviousgeneration.Unfortunately, in a real population, adult frequencies reflect not only the
survival of zygotes but also immigration and emigration, both as.
propagules and as adults.
Let us take the most favorable case, an annualplant that can be
raised in a greenhouse. In year 1 we classify genotypes in a field of
plants just as seed capsules are ripening. We record seed set per

plant and germinate a sample of seed to reconstruct the effective
pollen fertility of various genotypes. We now have an estimate of
2 we
the actual genotypic composition of the seed crop. In year
again assay adults and compare the frequencies of different genotypes with the seed-crop estimate from year 1. But we cannot estimate the survival of genotypes because we do not know what
proportion of the adult plants comes from the local seed crop and
what proportion was blown in, carried in, or washed in. Of course
we maychoose a well-isolated population, or a species in which seed
movement is essentially nonexistent or can be measured accurately,
but these restrictions only underline the point that a species must
satisfy a restrictive setof requirements before components of fitness
can be measured.
The practical problem is nearly beyond solution in the case of
species with overlapping generations because we need to have the
complete age-specific mortality and fecundity schedules. The only
species forwhich there is any hopeof following cohorts of identified
genotypes through their reproductive lines is man, but the expense
of follow-up studies has been discouraging.
Christiansen and Frydenberg (1973) have completely analyzed
the statistical problems of estimation of fitness in an ideal system
like that of our hypothetical plants. They were able to divide the
total fitness into mating, fertility, and viability components and to
show how each could be separately estimated and tested forsignificance. They then applied their theory to an esterase polymorphism
in a live-bearing fish, Zoarces viviparus, in which it is possible to
scoremother-fetus combinations. The totalnumbers of fertile
mothers, sterile females, and males in the sample were 782, 69, and
43 1, respectively. Table 46 shows the outcome of the tests for all
the components of selection except female fecundity, which had
previously been shown to benonsignificant. The last column of the
table gives the percentage deviationfrom the .expectation under the
hypothesis of no selection, that would need to obtain before the investigators could have been 50 percent sure of detecting it in their
samples. Given the sample sizes that were necessary to achieve
even this much statistical power, it would obviously be no small
matter to detect selective differences of the order of 1 percent, an
order that is surely closer torealistic values for the vastmajority of
polymorphic loci.

TABLE 46

Tests of the components of fitness and net fitness differences between genotypes, and the smallest selection differences that could have been detected with
a 50 percent probability, for an esterase polymorphism in the eelpout, Zoarces
viviparus
Degrees of
X2

P

% Difference
detectable

1

.34

> .50

10

2

1.37

> .50

11

1

1.07

> .30

14

2

.37

> .50

33

3

.337

> .95
> .90

freedom
Component
Gametic selection
in females
Random mating of
breeding fish
Differential male
mating success
Differential female
mating success
Zygotic selection

Net fitness
3.48
9
(assuming equal
female fecundity)
Note: From Christiansen and Frydenberg (1972).

It was at onetime supposed that netfitness could be measured directly by comparing the frequenciesof genotypes at any point in the
reproductive cycle with the Hardy-Weinberg frequencies predicted
from the genotypes in the previous generation at the same point in
the cycle. For example, suppose a population is segregating for a
balanced lethal in the egg st3ge. The only adults in generation 1 will
be heterozygotes, the estimate of gene frequency from these adult4
will b e p = q = 0.5, and the predicted frequencyof adults in the next
generation would be 0.25 AA:0.50Aa:0.25aa if there were noseleCtion. But because of the balanced lethal only heterozygotes will be
actually observed in generation 2, and so the fitnesses of the
homozygotes will be estimated as zero, correctly.
In a fundamentalpaper
on fitnessestimation,Prout
(1965)
showed that the method just described is erroneous and does not
take proper accountof differential fertility. As an example, suppose
that insteadof a balanced egg lethal, a population is segregating for a
balanced sterile condition. Then all three genotypes will be present
in adults in every generation in a 1:2:1 ratio and no selection will be
detected, yet there is very strong heterosis forfertility.
Another consequence of Prout’s finding is that the componentof
fitness due to fertility differentials will cause an erroneous appear--

-

ance of frequency-dependent selection, with the rarer genotypes
apparently having the highest fitness, and all fitness differences apparently disappearing at equilibrium. Unfortunately, Prout’s discovery was slow in reaching the consciousness of many geneticists,
and at least one reportof frequency-dependent selection is based on
this erroneousmethod of estimation (Kojima and Yarbrough, 1967).

PARTIAL FITNESS

Even though net fitness cannot be measured in nature except in
special circumstances, so far not fulfilled, individual components of
fitness can be estimated eventhough they give only a partial picture.
Thus it is relatively easy to estimate seed set
in plants, or completed
family size in man, or the genotypic frequencies in different age
classes of fish. But the retreat to the measurementof partial fitness
represents a ,major change in objective. Originally we wished to
measure fitness in order to explain polymorphism, and this meant
showing not only that selection wasoperatingbutalsothat
the
fitness relations among the genotypes were such as to produce a
stable equilibrium of allele frequencies.
If we are willing to settle for the measurement of partial fitness,
then we cannot hope to demonstrate stability, for there is no necessary correlation between any component of fitness and total fitness,
except insofar as parts are correlated with wholes. Net heterosis
may arise because of opposite fitness relations in different parts of
the life cycle, one homozygote being favored by survival, the other
by fecundity. In the case of continuously breeding organisms, the
relationship between any component of fitness and total fitness- is
even more uncertain that for synchronized species. Total life-time
fecundity,forexample, may be very poorly correlated with net
fitness, especially when there are marked differences in the way
fecundity is distributed over age classes (Dobzhansky, Lewontin,
and Pavlovsky, 1964). The measurement of partial fitness can only
servetodemonstrate
thatthere is some differential fitness associated with the alleles segregating. Yetthisdemonstration
is
probably sufficient. If alleles are segregating at intermediate
frequencies and anyselection at all can be demonstrated to operate
on them, it would be difficult to avoid the conclusion that they are
held by some form of balancing selection.
Occasional alleles may be in the processof replacement, but these

must be very rare. Sincethe length of time spent by an allele in any
frequency interval dq is approximately proportional to dq/q( 1 - q),
transient alleles will almost alwaysbe close to fixation. Sometimes a
disadvantageous allele may be associatedwith a meiotic drive mechanism, like the 1 alleles in mice, maintained by the balance between
the loss of the allele in unfit homozygotes and thegain of the allele in
the distorted gametic pool of heterozygotes (Dunn, 1956; Lewontin
and Dunn, 1960). But this phenomenon, too,is apparently not common. Certainly a demonstration that some component of fitness is
affected by the segregation of most allozyme variantsin populations
would rule out any neoclassical-neutralist explanation of heterozygosity.
The measurement of even one component of fitness in nature is
not trivial. A much larger sample size is required than investigators
usually realize, and some methodsof fitness measurement have hidden snares, In order to be x percent sure thatan observed difference
between two populations will be significant at the y percent level, if
the true difference between the populations is k percent of their
mean, we need a sample size n, given by

n=

2(1,

+ 1,)2v2
k2

where I/ is the coefficient of variation of the character and tz and t,
are, for even moderate samples, the standardized normal deviates
corresponding to the x and y percent probability levels. For example, suppose we wish to be 95 percent sure that an experiment
will reveal a 1 percent difference in fecundity, if it exists, with the
conventional .05 level of significance. Then tr = 1.65, t, = 1.96,,
and k = 1. The coefficient of variation for fecundity is generally,
large [an average of 70 over a disparate group of human populations, for example (Cavalli-Sforza andBodmer, 197 l)], so that
1/2 = 5000. Then thenumber of females of each type whosefertility
must be measured is

n=

'

$

z(1.65 + 1.96)2(5000) - 130,321
1

This tremendously high number canbe reduced to only 38,000 if the
investigator is willing to take a 50 percent chance that the truedifference will not be detected and can be further reduced to an actual

practical experiment(n = 380 for eachof the genotypes) only if he is
also willing to give up detecting differences in fecundity smaller than
10 percent. But selective forces on single-locus polymorphisms are
unlikely, in general, to be as great as 10 percent although they may
be for an occasional locus of drastic effect. One percent selection
differences are undoubtedly much nearerthe mark if balancing
selection is operating on thousands of loci, and we see that almost
impossibly large samples are needed to detect them.
A similar calculation made by Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer for detecting viability differences in the progeny of different crosses gives
the same order of values for sample size, and Hiorns and Harrison
(1970) find large sample sizes necessary to detect differential death
rates from a difference in frequency in two age classes. It seems unlikely that the volume of data required will be obtainable from any
speciesexcept Homo sapiens, and so far no one has thought it
worthwhile to measure the completedfamily sizes or genotypic distributions in hundreds of thousands of human families categorized
by genotype.
In addition to problems of statistical power, estimates of net fitnessescan be quiteerroneous. The mostcommon,becausethe
simplest, method of estimating partial fitness in natural populations
is to compare the distribution of genotypes at some advanced age
with theHardy-Weinbergfrequenciesexpected
from the allele
frequencies. It is reasoned that zygotes will be formed in HardyWeinberg frequencies if there is no assortative mating for the genotypes involved, so that deviationsfrom these theoretical proportions
among adults will measure relative survival probabilities. The appeal of the method is that only a single measurement is
required-the frequencies of the different genotypes among the
adults. This procedureis misleading, however, and has no statistical
power for realistic selection values (LewontinandCockerham,
1959).
Because the allele frequencies on which the Hardy-Weinberg expectations are based are estimated from the genotypes after selection, the procedure does not test whether fitnesses
of the threegenotypes, WAA, WA,, and W,,, are equal, but whether
(WAA) (was) = W2a

Although this includes equalityof the W s , it also includes anymul-

tiplicative fitness relations, for example, WAA = 1.00, WAa= 0.9,
W,, = 0.8 1, and so will have little power against most
cases of intermediate dominance and weak selection, Second, an excess of heterozygotes over expected numbers does not necessarily mean heterosis, but only that
(WAA) (Was) < Wia

so that simple intermediacy of the heterozygote will appear as heterozygote excess. Only if gene frequencies are not changing does
the excess of heterozygotes give strong evidence of heterosis in
viability. This ambiguity needs to be taken account of in interpreting the numerous reports of heterozygous excess in natural popula:
tions (for example: Dobzhansky and Levene, 1948; Lewontin and
White, 1960; Richmond and Powell, 1970).
The demonstration of a significant excess of heterozygotes does
demonstrate that selectionof some kind is operating, even if it is not
proven heterosis. This selection must be rather strong, however, to
bedetectable, especially if heterozygotes are intermediate. The
viability differences most easily detected by this method are those
that arise from true heterosis, but 10 percent heterosis requires a
sample size of 4000 to beeven 90 percent sure of detection, and a 1
percent heterosis would need a sample of about 400,000. It should
not surpriseus that selection for
single-locus polymorphisms has not
often been foundby direct measurement in nature. Only when there
are very large viability differences, on the order of 10 percent or
more, as for
the
inversions
in Drosophila
pseudoobscura
(DobzhanskyandLevene,
1948) or in thegrasshopper Moraba
scurra (Lewontin and White,1960), will we expectto find significant
deviations from Hardy-Weinbergexpectations
with reasonable
sample sizes.
1

CORRELATIONS WITHENVIRONMENT

The alternative natural populationsto direct measurement of fitness
or fitness components is to show at least that selection must be
operating, even though it cannot be measured, by correlating the
frequencies of alternative alleles with temporal or spatial differences
in environment.
The information obtainable from temporal variation is much
<

I

'
,

greaterthanforspatial,
If allele frequencies undergo repeatable
cyclic fluctuation during the course of repeated seasonal cycles, as
do the third chromosome inversions of Drosophila pseudoobscura
in southern California (Dobzhansky, 1943), it is possible to estimate
the magnitude of selective differences from the speed of the change.
No serious attemptat accuracy is worthwhile since thecyclic nature
of the changes shows that the selectioncoefficients must be changing, and even if they remained constant over a few generations the
standard errors of fitness estimation are much too great. Nevertheless, limits can be put on selection intensities, especially if at one
season of the year there is a repeatable, rapid change. In this way
Dobzhansky was ableto estimate selectioncoefficients of 0.1 to 0.4
at some times of year for the D . pseudoobscura inversions.
In principle thesame
kind of information is obtainable if
frequency changes are not cyclic but are nevertheless well correlated with some aperiodic feature of the environment. I emphasize
well correlated because there is a considerable danger here. Suppose the frequencyof some genotype is observed to changesteadily
over a number of generations or years andthen levels out ata new
equilibrium. If one then institutes a post factosearch through environmental and biotic records of the period,one is likely to find some
aspect of the environment thatwill show either a distinct alteration
at thesame time that theallele frequency began to change, or a parallel progressive alteration over the sameperiod, given the mediumterm instability of temperatureenvironments especially, andthe
very rapid alteration that man is producing in the environment. Not
to find any environmental element that is roughly in phase with the
genetic change would be extraordinary. But nothing is proved thereby.
As an example, Dobzhansky (1963) found a marked increase in
the frequencyof the Pikes Peak gene arrangement on the
third chromosome of Drosophilapseudoobscura from Mather, California,
from 0.3 percent in 1946 to 8.7 percent in 1962, at the same time
that the Chiricahua arrangement dropped from 17.1 to 2.2 percent.
Other inversion typesalso changed butnot so dramatically. A
plausible hypothesis could be built up to explain the first five years
of the change, from relation with the amount of winter precipitation
and the intensity of the summer drought.This explanation was
given further credenceby the fact that those inversions thatusually

increase during summer monthsin the regular within-year cycle also
generally increased over years when the average precipitation was
lower. But the later yearsof the frequency changes showedno positive correlation with precipitation and evenshowed some very sharp
contrary correlation.
Dobzhansky demonstrated that although such diverse factors as
climate, competing speciesdensity,insecticideuse,and
smog
seemed well correlated with some sequences of changes, none held
up over the whole span of 16 years. Had a much shorter span of
years been recorded, compelling evidence could have been presented for oneor another cause of the genetic change,especially in
view of the tremendous range of environmental variables that was
considered.
Spatial variation in allelic frequencies, unlike temporal changes,
cannotprovideany
information onthe intensity of selection,
because, in the absence of historical evidence, it must be assumed
thatthe spatialpatternisan
equilibrium state,and equilibrium
frequencies depend only on the ratio of fitnesses and not on their
absolute value. The equilibrium frequency of an allele A at a heterotic locus is given by
1
p

=

m

(20)

where .1 - s is the fitness of the homozygote AA and 1 - t is the
fitness of ua. The same equilibrium, forexample p = 0.67, will
result if these fitnesses are 0.9 and 0.8, 0.99 and 0.98, or 0.999 and
0.998. Any variation in equilibrium over different populations, then,
tells nothing about the magnitude of selection differences between '
populations.
Some spatial correlations are with discrete qualitative variables,
like the correlation of shell patterns in Cepaea with vegetational
type. Others areclinal in the sense thatallele frequency showssome
more or less regular trend with the increase or decrease of an environmental variable like temperature, or density, or some combination of environmental variables that is used in constructing an environmentalindex.
Still others maybe topographical clines that
clearly must be relatedtoanotherenvironmental
variable, even
though the important factors have not been definitely pinned down.
Examples are altitudinal clines forterrestrialspecies
and depth

\
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clines for aquatic organisms. or distance clines along river systems
and distances from shore lines. All such clines, provided they are
not spurious correlations, show the working of selection.
Geographical clines are dangerous because wemay not be able to
distinguish an equilibrium pattern, which would imply a pattern of
environment, from a historical pattern resulting from migrations or
even the spreadof genes from a point of original mutation. The situation is even more uncertain,when there is a mosaic distribution of
gene frequencies rather than a true cline. If populations near each
other resemble each otherin gene frequencyso that a coarse-grained
pattern of gene-frequency variation is observed, it may indicate the
relic of historical processes, but evenif it is an equilibrium pattern, it
can arise entirely from processes of random drift and local migration.
Both MalCcot (1959) and Kimura and Weiss (1964) have shown
that therewill be a patchy distribution
of allelic frequencies in the absence of selection, with the correlation between coloniesx distance
apart given approximately by
r(x) =

e-X\/4"'m

vi-

where b is the long-distance migration and m the migration between
adjacent colonies. A superbexample of this effect is given by
Selander (1970), who found clear patchiness in gene frequency distribution of an allozyme polymorphism in the house mouse within
single barns occupiedby many semi-isolated mouse families. Figure
20 shows one of these intra-barn distributions. Although this looks
for all the world like a patchy distributionof allele frequencies overa
species range, it is all taking place in an area 192 feet X 48 feet. It
would be absurd to imagine we are observing selection gradients.
For this reason we cannot deduce selectionfrom patchy and mosaic
gene-frequency distributions. For example, the geographical patchiness observed by Selander, Yang, and Hunt (1969) in several loci
in the house mouse,both between regions within Texas andbetween
larger regions of the Central States, asa whole may be nothing but
the barn pattern writ large.
The same is true for the differentiation between Pacific Island
groups and thesimilarity within the groups of the polymorphisms of
Drosophila ananassae (F. M. Johnson, 1971). The island study, especially, is in perfect accord with expectations from the theory of

FIGURE 20

Allelic "Geography" of an esterase polymorphism in the house mouse
in half of a single barn in Texas. Symbols show the esterase-3 genotypes (MM, MS, and SS) of 379 mice trapped in a grid pattern. Contours are 50 percent and 80 percent isofrequency lines for allele s.
From Selander (1970).

random drift of neutral mutations, with some migration between
neighboring islands and occasional long-distance dispersal.
At present the evidence for selection of allozyme or serological
variation from studies of environmental correlations is sketchy and
is hard tocome by because '
contradictory.Negativeevidence
workers seldom report the fact that they have searched for an envi- ,
ronmental correlate of allelic variation but have failed to find it.
Only occasionally will such negative evidencebe of general enough
nature to seem positively interesting.
The lack of any appreciable reduction in heterozygosity at the
ecological margins of the distribution of Drosophila robusta (Prakash, 1973) or D. wilfistoni (Ayala, Powell, and Dobzhansky, 197 l),
despite the marked loss of inversion polymorphisms in marginal
populations, might be regarded as evidence against the selectiveimportance of the genic variation although, as I have argued on page
15 1, it need not. In our own work we have looked for but failed
to find seasonal variation in allozyme loci on the X, second, and

fourth chromosomes of D . pseudoobscura from Strawberry Canyon, although inversions show seasonal variations in such low-altitude populations, so that significant environmental variation is certainly taking place.
There have been, however,a few reports of clear-cut correlations.
Berger (197 1) found that the frequency of the “slow” allele at the
a-gdh locus in D . melanogaster doubled in four populations during
the 20 weeks from mid-June to mid-November. Since this phenomenon occurred in two distant localities in two different years for an
allele in the frequency range of 10 to 25 percent, there is little doubt
of its significance, The speed of change would demand selection differences of the order of 10 percent, a very high value for a single
locus.
In the encrusting bryozoan, Schizoporella unicornis, Schopf and
Gooch (1971) found a significant cline in the frequency of an allele
at a leucine aminopeptidase locus over a distance of only 20 miles of
shoreline, associated with a 6 C change in August water tempera-

ture. This cline was paralleled by a long-distance north-south cline
along the eastern coast of the United States from Massachusetts to
North Carolina.
A more complex relation between gene frequency and environment was discovered in the harvester ant,Pogonomyrmex barbatus,
by Johnson and associates(1969). The allelic frequencies at two esterase loci and a malic dehydrogenase locus and a variety of environmental variables were subjectedto a prmcipal-components anala significant relationship was found between allele
ysis,and
frequency and a combination of rainfall, temperature, and elevation.
A highly convincing case is that of the
crested
blenny,
Anoplorchus purpurescens, which lives in the rocky intertidal zone
(M. S. Johnson, 197 1). An allele A’ of a lactate dehydrogenase
locuschangesfrequency
from 0.021 to 0.305 over only three
degrees of latitude around Puget Sound, but thereis a strong deviation from the cline at the entrance to the Sound, where there is a
great deal of turbulence and neutral mixing. Allele frequency has a
correlation of 0.69 with August surface temperature,0.7 1 with summer oxygen concentration, and 0.96, almost total, with the relative
frequency of another species, A . insignis. The temperature relation
was confirmed in laboratory studies of death rates at different temperatures.
Sometimes the relation between allelic frequency and environment can be misleading if not all the genetic factsare taken into account. At first sight, there appears tobe strong evidence from studies of the wild oat, Avena barbara, that the allelic composition at
many loci is correlated with climate (Clegg and Allard, 1972;
Hamrick and Allard, 1972). In that part of its range in California
that is characterized by dry, hot summers. A . barbata is nearly
monomorphic at five enzyme loci studied, whereas in the cooler,
moister regions it is highly polymorphic for these loci. In a population lying on a vegetational transition, changesin microhabitat from
mesic to xeric over a distance of less than 200 meters are accompanied by dramatic changes in allele frequencies. The oats in the
most xeric microhabitat are monomorphic for the “xeric” alleles,
but the oats in the mesic microhabitats arehighly polymorphic. The
similarity between the broad geographical pattern and the pattern
over different habitats in the same locality is hard to explain on any
but a direct selective hypothesis until one remembers that Avena

1

barbata is almost completely self-fertilized. As a result there are
very few heterozygotes in the population and thus thereis virtually
no recombination. Because of the absenceof recombination, alleles
at different loci are not randomly associated with each other (see
chapter 6); a single locus that is undergoing selection will carry
along with it all other loci on the chromosome. It is highly unlikely
that five randomly chosen loci in A . barbata will all be relatedto adaptation for xeric and mesic environments. The obvious explanation is that in this highly selfed species the geographical distribution
of alleles is a linkage effect with one or more unknown loci that are
under selection.
When weturn
from directcorrelations
with environmental
gradients to geographical clines, there are a few pertinent studies.
Grossman, Koreneva, and Ulitskaya (1969) found that in southern
Asia, the Caucasus, and European Russia there is a correlation betweenaltitudeandthefrequency
of an allele atanalcohol
dehydrogenase locus in D . melanogaster. The frequency of the
allele A I was between 0.15 and 0.42 in mountainous localities, between 0.07 and 0.14 in foothills, and from 0.00 to 0.08 in lowlands.
KoehnandRasmussen
(1967) found adramatic cline in the
frequency of an esterase allele, est-Za, with latitude in the fish Catastomus clarkii from the Colorado River drainage basin. The allele
increases linearly in frequency from 0.18 to 1 .OO over a latitude
range of 7.6 degrees. On the basis of laboratory studies, Koehn and
Rasmussen concluded thatthe critical variable is temperature.
Since\the drainage runs east-west, the more northerly latitudes are
no higher in the drainage system, and thus temperature seems the
obvious variable. It is not clear, in this case, how exhaustively the
workers tested other environmental factors
in laboratory conditions.
A latitudinal cline in a hemoglobin allele of the marine bivalve
Anadara trapezia was found by O’Gower and Nicol (1968) along
the east coast of Australia, and Frydenberg and co-workers (1965)
found a hemoglobin cline in the cod populations off Norway.
Although the studiesI have enumeratedin the lastfew paragraphs
do not exhaust the literature, they come close to doing so. What
such a collection of cases can dois to show that polymorphism for
electrophoretic variantsis indeed under the influence of selection in
some cases and thatthose cases cannot betoo hard to find, since the
community of workers in the field is not large and the timeavailable

for work hasnot been very great, aboutfive years at the most, since
the first demonstrations of high heterozygosity for allozymes in natural populations. Nevertheless, such a miscellaneous collection of
studies cannot, in itself, answer the question, How much selection
goes on in nature?

SELECTIONINTHELABORATORY

If selection cannot be measured or even demonstrated in nature,
the advocateof selection can take yet another stepback and make a
still weaker demonstration. If it could be demonstrated thatin laboratory conditions there was selection for one or another allele at a
polymorphic locus, thenit would be established that the substitution
of such an allele does, in fact, make a significant physiological difference to theorganism.
Although laboratory conditions are certainly far from nature, this
for the purposes of our problem. We must
fact does not matter
rememberthatthe
neoclassical proposition is thatthe allozyme
variants forenzymesandotherproteinsare
all really wild-type
because the developmental, physiological, and behavioral apparatus
of organisms is insensitive to the differences that we can detect by
electrophoresis or serology. A demonstration that these gene substitutions matter tothe organism in any environmentin which the organism can be husbanded, or evenin any stress environment that the
species is likely to encounter with fair frequency, would contradict
the fundamental premiseof any neutralist theory. The advantage of
working in the laboratory, of course, is that the sensitivity of the
analysis can be so much greater, environments can be manipulated'
and optimal experimental designs concocted.
There is one serious danger of laboratory experiments that seems,
not to be appreciated by some workers. If a single chromosome
bearing an electrophoretic allele, say EF,and one bearing an allele
Es are made homozygous and thesehomozygous lines are crossed to
produce a segregating progeny, any measures of fitness on homozygotes andheterozygotes are really measures of the effect of.
homozygosity and heterozygosity of an entire chromosome, not of
alleles at the marker locus. Any experiment that
begins with a single
EFand a single Es allele is simply a form of the chromosomereplication scheme discussed in chapter 3, slightly disguised, and the result

can be predicted. In 99 cases out of 100, both homozygotes EF/EF
and EsIEs will be lower in fitness than the heterozygotes EFIEs
because the inbreeding depression of an entire chromosomeis being
manifested, a depression that might as easily arise from a single
partly recessive deleterious gene at a different locus on each chromosome as from overdominance at allozyme loci.
This confusion between theeffects of an allozyme marker and of
the whole chromosome is not much relieved by using two or three
chromosomes of each type as founding material. Nor is it much help
to take twolines and allow them to recombine or backcross themto
a common line for a number of generations. The time taken for the
initial association of loci to bebroken downis much greater than ordinarily realized. Consideragene r centimorgansawayfroma
marker locus. The association p between the twoloci will decay exponentially,. and in Drosophila, with no crossing over in males,
pt = pOe-Tt/200

(22)

After 10 generations of random mating, a gene five centimorgans
away from the marker will retain 78 percent of its original association and will require 35 generations to lose just 50 percent of the association. For a locus one centimorgan removed from the allozyme
marker, there will still be a 95 percent association after10 generations, and 140 generations would be needed to reduce this correlation to 50 percent. Since there are about 100 cistrons per centimorgan in Drosophila, the hope of randomizing the background of
a given marker locus by a few or even a few dozen generations of
recombination between two chromosomes is a,false one.
Experiments to measure selection must becarried out with, at the
very least, a dozen and
preferably two dozen or more independently
derived EF and Es alleles from nature. The danger of starting with
even twoor three strains for each
allele is shown dramatically in figure 2 1, taken from Berger’s work (1971). Four replicate laboratory
populations were founded by two or three strains eachof the mdhF
and mdhS alleles from a natural population. Three replicates show
the erratic behavior with some trend that is expected if there is either no selection or a weak directional force. The fourth replicate,
however, shows the smooth and rapid drop expected of a drastic
allele with considerable selection against the heterozygote. Clearly
the allele mdhF is by chance associated with a severelydeleterious

generations
FIGURE 21

Frequencythrough time of chromosomes marked with an MDH
polymorphism in Drosophila melanogasfer in two replicate laboratory
populations. The dashed line is the theoretical course of selection if
WA, = 1, WAA= 0.75, and W,, = 0.4. Data are from Berger (1971).

mutant in the founding chromosomes and this association is responsible for the rapid and smooth selection.
The most directway to observe fitness differences in the laboratory is to create laboratory populations under different conditions
and to observe the changes in frequency of the alleles over long
periods. From the direction and speed
of change in replicated populations it is possible to esimate fitnesses and testwhether there has
been any significant trend. Unfortunately several such experiments
have begun with single inbred lines and so are useless for detecting
selection at the enzyme locus that is being followed.
Berger’s experiments (1971) seem to be on the edge in this re-

spect, so I am uncertain of their meaning. Three loci. mdh, adh,and
a-gdh, all went to intermediate equilibria in replicate populations
(except the one replicate shown
in figure 2 l), but several lines of internal evidence suggest the importance of unique linkages.
Yarbrough and Kojima (1967) found moderately fast, significant
secular changes toward intermediateequilibrium in the frequencyof
esterase alleles in D . melanogaqter population cages,butthese
cages were founded by strains that came from a laboratory population that itself had been founded by two inbred lines some 50 or so
generations before, It is difficult to say whether ornot the observed
selection was a consequence of residual associations of the esterase
locus with blocks of genes that Huang, Singh, and Kojima (197 1) estimate to have been about five centimorgans long.
I know of only one convincing case of evolution of allozyme
frequencies in laboratory populations. Gibson (1970) found a
change in the frequency of the fast allele of an alcohol dehydrogenase locus in D . rnelanogaster, from 0.5 to 0.73 and 0.82 in two
replicates after 18 generations onmedium to which ethanol had been
added. No change took place in control replicates.
Two other experiments, designed especially to find evidence of
evolution of allele frequencies in laboratorypopulations,found
none. Yamazaki (197 l), studying the sex-linked esterase polymorphism of Drosophila pseudoobscura, set up laboratory populations
segregating for a fast and a slow electrophoretic allele. All populations were founded with 22 independently derived strains of each
allele. Replicate populations with different initial allele frequencies
were husbanded at two temperatures and twolevels of nutrition. In
no case was there any significant trend in allele frequencies over a
three-year period (25 to 35 generations, depending upon temperature).
In parallel with Yamazaki, the Chicago laboratory has followed
the pt-8 polymorphism in D . pseudoobscura for nearly five years.
Two replicates at each of two initial frequencies at each of two temperatures havebeen sampled for more than54 months (40 to 60 generations) with the results given in table 47. With the exception of
cage V at 18C, which has changed markedly in the past year, the
populations are essentially at thesame frequency after5 years as at
the start of the experiments. That is not to say that nothing oc~
curred. There was a decrease in the frequency of ~ t - in8 all~ four
populations at 25 C toward the middle of the experiment, but there

was no synchrony in the high-frequency cages. The low-frequency
populations, I l l and IV, did indeed go down together, reaching a
minimum after two years, but the subsequentrise of population I l l
is much greater than of 1V.
Some of the fluctuation is only apparent, since the standard error
of the values is between 0.02 and 0.04. Nevertheless, thedifference
between replicates is consistent after the second year,
and no doubt
is real. Many interesting fantasies can be constructed from a close
look at the variations in frequency over time, but any long, random,,
autocorrelated sequence suggests trends, cycles,and patterns if it is
viewed optimistically. No convincing caseforselectioncan
be
made from the data.
Following the changes in allele frequency in a laboratory population is an easy way to look for selection, but it is by no means the'
most sensitive. For example, if the homozygotes are 99 percent as
fit as the heterozygotes, a population started at 0.8 of one allele and
0.2 of the other will progress toward its eventual equilibrium at an
initial rate of 0.00097 per generation, and this rate will decrease as
equilibrium is approached. In the 50 generations of the Chicago
populations, such a selection would produce a total change of only
0.05 in gene frequency, which would go quite unnoticed.
The alternative is to attempt to measure one more
or components
of fitness by viability and fecundity tests. For many years the methodological theory of fitness estimation has been undeveloped. As a
result, the powerof estimation procedures hasbeen grossly overestimated by workers who never had a remote chance of finding any

realistic difference in the experiments they designed, and serious
errors have been made in the biological interpretation of the outcome of experiments. Recently, in a series of fundamental papers
that must be the cornerstone for future experimental workfitness
on
estimation, Prout (1965, 1969,197la) has proved what can and cannot be deduced from various standard procedures and hasdesigned
an optimal method for fitness estimation. In particularhe has shown
how the fertility component of selection has been lost from many experiments that supposedly measured net fitness, and he has given
optimal methods for'separately estimating the viability and fertility
fractions.
These methodshave
been applted to model experiments in
Drosophila by
Wilson
(1968, 1972), Prout
(1971a,
b), and
Bundgaard and Christiansen (1972); all have shown that indeed the
is of much greater imfertility component, in both.males and females,
portance than viability. Moreover, the standard errors of the estimates from these optimal methods are small enough to give confidence in the results. Table 48 shows Wilson's (1972) estimates of

the fertility and viability components of net fitness for nine genotypes segregating at two mutant marker loci in Drosophila melanogaster.
Thus far theonly application of Prout’s techniques to laboratory
measurement of allozyme fitnesses has been in Yamazaki’s (1971)
study of the esterase-5 locus in D . pseudoobscura. Optimal designs
showedno significant differences betweengenotypes
in either
viability or fertility in either sex (even though observed differences
were as large as 17 percent), despite an immense amount of labor
on the investigator’s part (see table 49). If selection is as weak as 1
percent, it is going to prove very difficult to find.
Wills and Nichols (1971, 1972) found rather subtle differences at
the octanol dehydrogenase locus in Drosophila pseudoobscura,but
the interesting aspect of their finding is that the viability differences
occurred onlyif octanol was present in the medium and did not show
up at a physiologically unrelated locus, esterase-5. Moreover, the
differences could not be demonstrated when the geneticbackground
was heterozygous.
Tsakas and Krimbas (1970) found a greater resistance to dimethoate insecticides in Dacus oleae carrying an active allele of an esterase gene, and a greater adult movement in heterozygotesfor
allozymes at another esterase locus.
All in all, the record of detected selection of allozyme loci in laboratory conditions is not a very large or convincing one. The most
carefu?ly designed and controlled work, that of Yamazaki, revealed
no selection.Yetthestatisticalproblemsare
formidable and
prevent us from seeing selection at the level of a few percent.

FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT SELECTION

The classical models of selection assign some fixed fitness W i j to a
genotype AiAj and proceed to build theoretical expectations from
that assumption. But there is
no reason to suppose that fitness is
fixed, even when the physical factors of the environment are constant. Indeed the W , are notfixed in a truncation model of selection
because, as the population changes composition,the relative probability that two genotypes are past the truncation pointis a function
of the population distribution and the
location of the truncation’
point. These fitnesses are then frequency dependent and must be

written as Wij(g),where g is some descriptionof the genotypic composition of the population.
The general theoryof frequency-dependent selection has been developed by Wright (1949), Lewontin (1958), andFisher (195%
among others. The most important theoretical conclusion for us is
that a stable equilibrium of gene frequenciesis possible withoutheterosis, indeed even with an inferior heterozygote. A particularly interesting case from our standpoint occurs when the rarest genotype
is the most fit, Then a rareallele will increase in frequency but will
not becomefixed inthe population, because as it gets commonerthe
fitness of its carriersdecreases, and theother alleles are now
favored. It is clear that this scheme leads to a stable equilibrium.
Rare-genotype advantage is an attractive hypothesis because it
solves at one blow the dilemmas of genetic load and of inbreeding
depression. If the fitness of homozygotes is a decreasing function of
frequency, there may be no fitness differences at all at equilibrium,
and thus no genetic load, but strong fitness differences away from
equilibrium so that the stability is maintained. For example, let us
take the fitnesses
aa

Aa

AA
2(1 -P>

1

2(1 - 4 )

When the population is virtually pure A A , p = 1 and the fitnessesare
0, 1, and 2, while at the opposite endof the frequencyscale, when aa
is nearly fixed,the fitnesses are 2, 1, and 0. But at equilibrium,
p = q = 0.5 and the fitnesses are 1, 1, and 1.
In general such a model of selection allows an arbitrarily small
fitness variance at equilibrium yet an arbitrarily large selective force
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driving the population towardthe equilibrium. The problem of
inbreeding depressionis solved because in a competitive experiment
to measure inbreeding depression, like that of SvedandAyala
(1970), the multiple homozygote is in an intermediate frequency in
so will haveanintermediate relative
thecompetingmixtureand
fitness, whereas in a normal segregating population the occasional
rare multiple homozygote will have a very high fitness.
It might seem that sucha specialized model of fitness is unlikely to
apply to vast numbers
of polymorphisms, butit can bejustified from
the simplest ecological consideration. If resources are in short supin a slightly different
ply and if each genotype exploits the resources
way, then an individual of a given genotype is in more intense competition with others of its own type than with individuals of other
genotypes that are slightly ecologically displaced from it (Gustafsson, 1953). But if a genotype is its own worst enemy, itsfitness will
decrease as it becomes more common. The difficulty with this explanation is that it supposesanextraordinary complexity of the
resource space, such that each genotype does
in fact utilize a slightly
different niche and that competition for
this complex resource is critical to the species It is really a ratherextremehypothesis, but
perhaps no more extreme than
the postulate of heterosis at most loci.
Evidence of frequency-dependent selection, especially viability of
larvae competing for resources, is abundant. Levene, Pavlovsky,
and Dobzhansky(1 954) found that therelative fitnesses of inversion
karyotypes in laboratory populations of Drosophila pseudoobscura
were strongly dependenton the kind and proportion of other karyotypes competing with them, and Spiess (1957) found the same phenomenon in D . persimilis. Lewontin (1955) and Lewontin and Mat-'
suo (1963) found that larval viability in D . melanogaster varied with
mixture proportions and thatin some cases the lessfrequent agenotype the greateris relative viability. A similar facilitative phenomenon is known in plants (deWit, 1960; Harper, 1968). There arealso
many cases known in insects (see Dobzhansky, 1970, for a review).
The most striking phenomenon of all is the minority mating effect
in Drosophila (Petit, 1958; Ehrman, 1967; Spiess, 1968). If two.
sorts of males are competing for females in a test apparatus, the
rarer type has an advantage. This advantage appears whether the
rarer typeis genetically different or has beenraised in a different environment from the common competitor. Since the effect depends

on olfactory cues, it may be of particular significance in enhancing
the effectof migration or theprevention of inbreeding since it favors
males that have been raised at a different food site. A generalized
intrapopulation advantage for raremales with respect to almost any
genotype could not exist, if for no otherreason than that every male
is genotypically rare in a population with 10 percent heterozygosity
and 40 percent polymorphism!
Recently K. Kojima and his colleagues have presented several
lines of evidence that frequency-dependent selection
is operating for
allozyme polymorphisms, maintaining the polymorphismsby higher
fitness of minority genotypes. The original report concerned therelative viability of homozygotes and heterozygotes at the esterase-6
locus in Drosophila melanogaster (Kojima and Yarbrough, 1967).
However, the method of estimating the fitnesses by comparison of
adult frequencies with those expected from the gene frequencies in
one warned against by
the previous generation wasexactlythe
Prout (1965), who predicted the appearance of just this form of
frequency-dependent selection as an artifact of the method. A second experiment testing the same hypotheses at the alcohol dehydrogenase locus (Kojima and Tobari, 1969), but correcting for the
fertility component by using pre-mated females whose fecundities
had been estimated, still showed evidence of decreasing viability
with increasing frequency.
The result at theesterase4 locus waspushed further by an experiment conducted with preconditioned medium (Huang, Singh, and
Kojima, 1971). Larvae of one of the three genotypes FF, F S , and
S S were allowed to grow in fresh culture medium and were then
killed in the medium by freezing. Subsequently a counted number
of
larvae of thesame or anothergenotypewereculturedonthis
preconditioned medium, and the proportionsurviving was observed.
The results are shown in table 50; viabilities are expressed relative
to heterozygotes conditioned by heterozygotes. The effect, which
is certainly apparent.
Kojima (197 1) claims to bea very general one,
However, Yamazaki (1971) looked for, but failed to find, the effect
in Drosophila pseudoobscura, and such a facilitation was not the
general rule in Lewontin and Matsuo’s experiments.
At themoment,theimportance
of this potentially powerful
stabilizing phenomenon is in doubt. It suffers from thesame
paradox as the minority mating advantage. Although e ~ t - 6 ~ l e s t - 6 ~

TABLE 50

Theviability of thethreegenotypes
at theesterase-6 locus in Drosophila
melanogaster, when grown on “preconditioned” medium
Tested
genotypes

FF

genotypes
Preconditioning
FS

ss

FF

0.923 k 0.053
1.068 ? 0.056
1.130 1.0.058
1.090 -t 0.057
1.000 f 0.057
1.087 2 0.057
ss
1.146 +- 0.059
0.928 2 0.053
1.078 2 0.057
Note: Data are from Huang, Singh, and Kojima (1971).
FS

individuals may be common with respect to that locus,they are rare
with respect to otherloci, and it isa little difficult to see how the environment, especially of a Drosophila food vial, can be so finely subdivided along so many dimensions as to allow for ecological displacement with respect to most polymorphic loci. The problem is
essentially one of information,and all thatthehypothesis
of
frequency-dependent selection has done is to transfer this problem
from the sorting of genotypes (genetic load) to the sorting of environmental niches.
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IN VITRO ACTIVITY

The selectionist has still one more step he can take in. his retreat
from the direct measurementof fitness in nature. The neoclassicistneutralist theory is based ultimately on a priori arguments about the
physicochemical properties of protein molecules. When the threedimensional structure of proteins has been reconstructed, most of
the charged amino acids have been found on the surface, while the
interiorconsists of tightly packedhydrophobicgroups.
It is in
the interior of the molecule that metallic coenzymes are bound and
the active site for operation on the substrate is located. Moreover,
in evolution, mostof the substitutions havebeen on the exterior surface of the molecule, where there is little stereospecificity (Dickerson, 1971). In addition, different molecules like theproteases achymotrypsin,trypsin,elastone,andthrombin,
which apparently
have evolved from a common ancestral gene
by duplication and
which may differ from each other at50 to 70 percent of their amino
acid sites, have rigidly preserved their three-dimensional structure
and the conformation of their active site (Hartley, 1970).
1

Therefore theneoclassical-neutralist theory predicts thatthe vast
majority of substitutions observed to be segregating in populations
will be substitutions on the surface of the molecules, where they
have noeffect on thephysicochemical properties of the enzymes. It
follows that the kinetics of such variant enzymes will be indistinguishable from each other,which is why they are selectively neutral.
A valid attack on the neutralist theory
would then be a demonstration that thekinetics of different allozymic forms are indeed different. If a large proportion of allozyme variants were detectably
different from each other in their in vitro kinetics, it would be difficult, although not impossible, to maintain that nevertheless the organism could not detect thedifference. This would certainly putthe
neoclassical theory in a shaky position. Conversely, the failure to
on
find a kinetic difference would not mean much, since the demands
a molecule in vivo are certainly much more complex than in vitro.
What is the evidence? A number of studies of the activity of
allozyme alleles have shown significant differences. sometimes
correlated with clines in nature. For example, Koehn (1969), following up the cline of esterase polymorphism in Catostomus clarkii,
measured totalenzyme
activity at low and high temperature.
Homozygotes for the “northern” allele I b were ten times more active in the cold thaneither the homozygote for the‘kouthern”allele, .
I”, or the heterozygote. At 37 C , however, the homozygotes were
reversed in their activities but the heterozygote was intermediate.
Koehn also reports, although he gives no data, that at intermediate
temperature the heterozygotes were supeiior to both homozygotes.
This last, if true, is a startling result, since the enzyme does not form
hybrid dimers andso heterozygotes are only a mechanical mixture of
the two alternative molecular forms.
In like manner, Merritt (1972) showed that a sharp north-south
cline in a lacticdehydrogenase polymorphism in the minnow,
Pimephales promelas, is in accord with in vitro activity. Both
homozygotes andtheheterozygotehavean
identical K,,, that
increases linearly with temperature until, at 25 C , the K , of the FIF
homozygote begins to rise much more rapidly, signifying a loss of affinity for the substrate. This corresponds toa frequency cline from
pF = 1.00 in North Dakota to pF = 0 in Oklahoma.
In man a number of enzymesshow differential activitiesfor
polymorphic allozymes. For example, in acidphosphatase the

activities of three alleles are in theratio
1: 1.5: 1.O.
In 6thetwo forms are in theratio
phosphoglyceratedehyrogenase
1 : 1.15, in glucose-6-phosphatedehydrogenase A and B forms,
1: 1.25, and in adenylate kinase, 1: 1.5 (see Modiano et al., 1970, for
a review).
In addition to normal kinetic differences, some electrophoretic
variants alter the stability or solubility of the molecule with respect
to heat orionic concentration of the milieu. For example, sickle cell
anemia arises fromthe insolubility of the deoxygenated form of hemoglobin S molecule. Both hemoglobin S and the mildly deleterious
hemoglobin C are variants at positive 6 on the surfaceof the protein.
The three alleles of human red-cell acid phosphatase produce proteins that differ in their heat stability in the order P A < P B < PC,
which is the same order as their activities at normal temperature
(Luffman and
Harris,
1967). Placental alkaline phosphatase
allozymes also differ in heat stability, the most stable being three to
five times more so than the least (Thomas and Harris, 1972).
In Drosophilamelanogaster thefast and slow alleles ofthe
alcohol dehydrogenaselocus differ not only in activity but alsoin inducibility andthermostability(Gibson,
1970), with aremarkable
result that is shown in table 5 1. Not only is the FIF homozygote
most active, butit increases relatively more when induced by growing the larvae on ethanol-containing medium. The heterozygote is
more thermostable than eitherhomozygote. Such heterosis directly
at themolecular level is conceivable for multimeric enzymes, but it
unlikely that monomeric enzymeswill show this kind of heterosis
since heterozygotes are a simple mixture of two molecular species.
However, oneshould be cautious about supposing that even dimeric
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TABLE 51

Specific activities of alcohol dehydrogenase in normal larval extract, in extract
heat-treated for ten minutes at 40 C, and in extract from larvae raised in a mediu m with 6 percent ethanol
Genotype
FI F
FIS
SIS

Normal extract
Heat-treated
1.2 k0.092
8.5 k 0.33
5.4 k 0.32
2.0 k 0.108
1.5 k 0.188
2.9 -C 0.1 3

Note: From Gibson (1970).

Alcohol
medium
12.4 k 0.57
6.8 k 0 . 2 3
3.5 -I- 0.23

.

enzymes will often show heterosis at the molecular level. Latter
(1972) points out that the average heterozygosity
in Drosophila
pseuduubscura and man is almostidenticalfor polymorphic enzymes that do notform hybrid enzyme (0.23) and for those that do
(0.22).
Bulmer (197 1) has made the interesting observation that in multiple allelic loci in D . pseudoobscura, if there are common and rare
alleles, the rare onesalways are at the extremes
of the electrophoretic mobility distribution, whereas the commonalleles have intermediate mobility. The lack of randomness in the ordering is highly significant ( P < 10-3. Although Bulmer interprets thisordering as
indicative of selection, it can as easily be explained by the simplest,
classical hypothesis. If we suppose that one-stepmutational transitions occur between adjacent mobility classes, and that all the observed alleles are selectively neutral, then the steady-state distribution will have a mode corresponding to an intermediate allele. Slow, '
medium, and fast alleles with equal mutation rates between S and M
and between M and F will settle down at
equilibrium to thefrequencies 0.29:0.42:0.29. By adjustment of the relativeforwardand
backward mutation rates, any observed ratio can be produced.
Kinetic studies andstability measures are showing more and more
that theamino acid substitutions in polymorphism make a functional
difference. Table 52 presents the current state of knowledge about
human electrophoretic polymorphisms. Of 23 enzymes, 15 are
known tohave a differential activity betweenallozymes,either
because of altered kinetics or different stabilities. Of the remaining
8, most have not yetbeen investigated. The evidence is overwhelming thatthesubstitutionsthat
are being detected as allozyme
polymorphisms do make a difference to enzyme function. Even
those amino acid substitutions in evolution that were once thought
to be neutral, like those of cytochrome c , may make a functionaldifference since they are
known to change the ion-binding capacities of
the molecule (Barlow and Margoliash, 1966).
It might be argued thatthe
differences in activitybetween
allozymes in vitro cannot be detectedby the physiological apparatus
of the organism, or that it is so buffered that the magnitude of the
variation seen is immaterial to fitness. Perhaps our laboratory techniques are much more sensitive than nature.If there is ordinarily an

TABLE 52

Quantitative effectsof polymorphic allozymes in man
Polymorphisms for which quantitative differences between the
common phenotypes have been
found
Glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
Red cell acid phosphatase
Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase
Adenylate kinase
Placental alkaline phosphatase
Peptidase A
Peptidase C
Galactose-1-phosphate uridyl
transferase
Glutathione reductase
Liver acetyl transferase
Red cell NADase
Salivary amylase
Serum cholinesterase
IOCUS €1
IOCUS € 2
Alcohol dehydrogenase
locus adh,
locus adh,
Note: From Harris (1971).

Polymorphisms for which no
quantitative differenceshave
been reported
Adenosine deaminase
Peptidase D (prolidase)
Pancreatic amylase
Pepsinogen
Glutamate-oxalate transaminase
Phosphoglucomutase
locus pgm,
locus pgm,

excess of enzyme so that reactions are substrate-limited, a variation
in enzymeactivity
would notbe
reflected in the flux along
biochemical pathways. This is the usual model for dominance, and
if a drastic allele like a lethal or semilethal is recessive, it is because
the organism cancarry on perfectly with only half the normal
amount of enzyme. By this argumentone allozyme homozygote
would have to be about half as active as another before the difference in activity would begin to tell in fitness evenbetween
homozygotes.
Neoclassicists can use the argument only with considerable embarrassment,however,sinceithas
been acornerstone of their
theory up to the presenttime that therecessivity of deleterious mutation is incomplete, and that slightly deleterious alleles are even
less recessive than severely deleterious ones. They have been
at
some pains to demonstrate the partialdominance of deleterious
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genes experimentally and seem to have done so in several cases,although proponents of the balance theory have attempted to throw
the evidence into doubt (see
p. 72). The irony of the present situation
is that thetwo partieswill now want to reversetheir attitudes toward
these experiments.
We must beware ofmaking easyassumptionsabout the relationship between gene dose, enzyme concentration, and physiological sensitivity. It is not true that dominance is simply the result of
there being an excessof enzyme produced by wild type, providing a
buffer against genotypic or environmental disturbances in function.
An example of the complex relation that exists among environmental stress, dominance, and the effects of allelic substitutions is,,
given in Sang andMcDonald’s (1954) experimentsoneye-facet
number in Drosophila. The mutant e y is normally a completely
recessive reducer of facet number. The number of facets is also
reduced by increasing concentrations of sodium metaborate. Figure
22 shows the responseof eye size to these two factors jointly. First
we see that the dominance
of wild type disappears at higher concentrations of metaborate and that the heterozygote becomes almost
exactly intermediatebetweenmutantand
wild-type homozygotes.
The usual explanation would be that increasing concentrations of
metaborate somehow use up, inactivate, or otherwise interfere with
the normal excess of gene product, so that the loss of gene product
in the heterozygote becomes detectable. The metaborate has, so to
speak, saturated the buffering capacity of the system, and the genetic defectin the heterozygoteis now effective. But this explanation
will not suffice because, despite itslow facet number at all salt concentrations, the homozygous mutant is much less sensitive thanheterozygotes are to intermediate ranges of metaborate concentration,
whereas the simple buffering hypothesis predictsthat it will be more
so. Moreover,there is a suggestion thatmetaborate
actually
increases eye size of e y / e y at low concentrations.
No general a priori arguments about enzyme concentrations and
activities will stand up under experimental test. Whether a 20 percent decreasein enzyme activityfor an allozymic variant will or will
not be detected by the physiological apparatus of the organism
depends in a nonadditive way on the other factors, environmental
and genetic, that are acting on the developmental and metabolic
system.
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FIGURE 22

The relative eye size of three genotypes, +/+, +ley, and ey/ey, over a
range of concentrations of metaborate treatment. From Sang and
McDonald (1954).

PROBLEMS INTHETHEORETICAL STRUCTURE
OF POPULATION GENETICS

Our review of the theory of polymorphism and the evidence for
and against competing theories has left us in a state of unresolved
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tension. On the one hand, there are strong reasons for rejecting a
balance theory because it predicts tremendous inbreeding depressions that are not observed, because the rates of evolution of different molecules strongly suggest that the least functional evolve
fastest, because heterozygosity does not seem to be sensitive to
ecological stringency, and because selection has proved extremely
difficult to findin operation. On the other hand, the theory
that
standing variation and most substitutions of amino acids have been
neutral also strains our credulity to the limit, because it requires us
to believe that population sizes for all species are effectively the
same, because it requires adaptive mutation,to be several orders of
magnitude less frequent that neutral changes, because there is too
much variation from locus to locus in the amount of divergence between populations,
because
of striking similarities in allelic
frequency distributions in closely related species, and because the
majority of polymorphic substitutions do alter the functional properties of enzymes.
How can such a rich theoretical structure as population genetics
fail so completely to copewith the body of fact? Arewe simply missing some critical revolutionary insight that in a flash will make it all
come right, as the Principle of Relativity did for the contradictory
evidence on the propagation of light? Or is the problem more pervading, more deeply built into the structureof our science? I believe
it is the latter.
First, population genetics is not an empirically suficient theory in
the sense that I defined such a theory in chapter 1. Built into both
deterministic and stochastic theory are parameters and combinations of parameters that are not measurable to the degree of accuracy required.
Deterministictheorydepends
critically on theparameters of
selection. There is virtually no qualitative or grossquantitative
conclusion about the genetic structureof populations in deterministic theory that is sensitive to small values of migration, or any that
depends on mutation rates. But selection is absolutely critical, and
small perturbations in parameters can make big differences. Even
though selection in favor of an allele may be very weak, that weak
bias over long time periodswill have a cumulative effect sufficient to
replace the original gene completely. That is, the dynamic forces
may be extremely weak but, because time is so long, the initial and
end states of the historical process may be very different.

At the same time the statistical power of our estimation procedures is very low, and unavoidablyso, because we are counting and
not measuring. No technological breakthrough can alter the fact
that under ideal conditions the standard error of a proportion is
never smaller thand/(pq/N),so that if we want tobe 95 percent sure
that weknow some proportion within 2 percent of its true value,we
must count 10,000 cases. In a realworld with experimental error we
are
must count morei A theory whose parameters and variables
frequencies or the ratios of frequencies will always be bound to the
error limits of binomial variance. Its variables and parameters cannot be very accurately measured without immense effort, one that
could certainly not be expended over and over
again. We must give
up theidea of directly measuring selection differences of the orderof
1 percent, and 1 percent is probablylarge for mostloci if we average
over all other genes.
Stochastictheory is much worse. By its nature a stochastic
theory makes no predictions aboutindividual events but only about
distributions and averages. In population genetic theory, muchof
which is formally similar to the theory of diffusion processes, the
distributions and their moments turn out to depend critically on the
ratio of the mean deterministic force to the variance arising from
randomprocesses.Sincethevariancethatis
usually considered
arises from the finiteness of population size, it is proportional to 1/N.
Thus quantities like N p , N m , and N s , the product of population size
and a deterministic forceof mutation, migration, or selection, appear
overandover
again in stochastictheory.
The deterministic
parameters p , m, and s are very small but wedo not know how small.
We do not evenknow what their orderof magnitude is although we
know mutation rates for certain classes of alleles more accurately
than either migration or selection. This follows from our ability to
measuremutation in the laboratoryunderarbitraryconditions,
whereas migration and selection are parameters of natural populations, especially migration, which has no meaning out of its context.
Equally, N isvery large and also impossible to measure except
tautologically by using the very genetic variables
it is meant to predict
and some assumptions about other quantities. Eventautological
such
estimates of N involve the reciprocal of the difference between very
small numbers that arethemselves subject to great experimental
error
(Dobzhansky andWright, 194 1 ; Wright, Dobzhansky, and Hovanitz,
*
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1942). Yet the predictions of stochastic theory depend critically on
a theory cando is to
the sizes of Nm, N s , and N p . The most that such
tell us not tobe surprised at anything we see and
to caution us against
supposing that only one hypothesis will explain our observations.
A second problem is that population genetics is an equilibrium
laws of change in detertheory. Although we do have the dynamical
ministic theory and are able to describe
the time dependence of distribution functions in a few cases of stochastic theory,in application
only the equilibrium states and the steady-state distributions are
appealed to. Equilibria annihilate history. It is the natureof an equilibrium point that all paths in the dynamical spacelead to it (at least
locally), so that the particular history of change is irrelevant and,
once the system is at equilibrium, there is no trace left of historical .
information.
Evolutionary geneticists are anxious to purge historical elements
from their explanations. In part this desire stemsfrom sociopolitical
convictions about stability that are deeply held and are characteristic of the present stage of social and political development of the
West. This preoccupation with stability was quite uncharacteristic
of the middle of thenineteenthcentury,
when the successful
bourgeois revolution led to the prominence of notions of progress
and directional movement in scientific theories. As the bourgeois
revolution became consolidated, however, notions of progress and
secular change gaveway to themes of stability and equilibrium in a
variety of natural and social sciences.
The banishing of history is almost a necessity because there is no
historical record. Some selectionists wish to explain human blood
group polymorphisms as a relic of past selection. “Blood groups
used to be adaptive,’’ they say, “but the conditions of human existence have changed so much that selection has ceased.” The difis no
ficulty of that explanationis that although it might be true there
way to find out. However, that is not a sufficient reason to reject the
explanation. Many of the apparently paradoxical features of our
problem may stem entirely from the application of equilibrium explanation to historical phenomena.
As anexample, considerthe A B 0 blood group frequenciesin Britain and Ireland. Group A is over50 percent in East Anglia and the
south but declines in frequency in the north and west,
reaching
frequencies as low as 25 percent in westernIreland. The blood

groups B and AB have the opposite trend, rising from 8 percent in
the east and south to ashigh as 18 percent in Scotland, Wales, and
Ireland. Were we dealing with Drosophila we would search for an
equilibrium explanation involving temperature, rainfall, and other
factors. But we know, in fact, that these distributions are therelics
of four major invasions and displacements
within the last 100 generations, beginning with the Beaker Folk andending with the Vikings
and their parvenu grandchildren.
An example of how a historical explanation can be an alternative
to a steady-state theory is Haigh andSmith’s (1972) examination of
the frequencies of hemoglobin variants in man. To explain the lack
of variants in a frequency range between 1O-2 and lO-3 and contributing about 5 percent of all current alleles, whose existence is
predictedunder the theory of neutral mutation and drift, they
propose two alternatives. One is thatevolution of hemoglobins has
beenadaptive.
The other is thatthe human population passed
through a severe bottleneck in numbers in the recent past, one that
lastedfor 2N generations. For example, if N were 10,000, the
bottleneck would have had to last for20,000 generations or 400,000
years and would have had to end about 600 generations or 12,000
years ago.
The dynamics of gene-frequency change has a built-in historicity
of a complex sort. If environment fluctuates so that the selective
forces are changing, the gene frequency will take a complicated,
wandering path. This path, however, only poorly reflects fluctuations in the selective forces because the change
in gene frequency is
not only a function of the selection coefficient but also of the present
gene frequency.
For even the simplest case of no dominance, the change in p at
time t is
AP =pqdO

Then Ap will be quite small if p or q is close to zerono matter what
the valueof s(t), and in general p(r) will be a strongly autocorrelated
process. The average value of p during some shorttime, perhaps 50
generations, will be independent of the distant past but it may also
be independent of the recent history of selection if p q is close to
zero. Conversely, if p q is near 0.5, the recent history of selection
will be the most important factor determining the average allele
frequency because the system is in a highly responsive state.

*

One consequence of the serial autocorrelation of p ( t ) is that the
average allele frequency over anyperiod is a function notonly of the
distribution of environments but of their exact temporal sequence
(Lewontin, 1967b). Thus two populations that have undergone a
long series of fluctuating environments may have radically different
average gene frequencies over their entire history, eventhough the
mean, variance, and every othermoment of the distribution of environments is the samein the two cases,because the environments occurred in a differentorder. The geneticist will search in vain for,the
missing environmental factor that explains why one population had
a high average gene frequency and the other a
low average. The
answer lies in the historical sequences.
A third problem of theory is thattheusualtreatment
of the
genome as a collection of single loci ignores both the physiological
interaction between loci and the fact that the genesare arranged on
chromosomes and therefore do not segregate independently. If different loci are correlated in their allelic distributions, then the dimensionality of the dynamic system is much greaterthanthe
number of loci and is an exponentof the numberof loci. That is, the
usual theory is not dynamically suficient. The attempt to build a
dynamically sufficient theory of a genome with many genes is the
most pressing problem of theory, because only in that way will it be
possible to understand the evolution of the vast genetic variety in
populations.
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